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Editor's Note
With this issue, I will end my six-year term as editor of WPA: Writing
Program Administration. As this issue goes to press, the WPA Executive
Committee is screening applications for the new editor, whose first issue
will beoutin the Fall/Winter of 1994. I am extremely grateful to the officers
and executive committee of the Council of Writing Program Administrators for their unflagging support of me during these years. I also wish to
thank the largely unsung, but invaluable, work of my editorial board
members, past and present. Without the help of these professionals, I could
never have done my job as editor.
A debt of gratitude also goes to those at Utah State University who have
supported my editorship. In particular, I would like to thank Patricia
Gardner and Jeffrey Smitten, Department heads with the vision to support
WPA; Robert Hoover, Joyce Kinkead, and Brian Pitcher, Deans of the
College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences; Sue Webb (at Texas
Woman's 0.) and Paige Smitten, who served so capably as Managing
Editors; Chris Muffoletto and Paula Larsen, Editorial Assistants; and
finally, Bonnie Arnett and Debbie Gessaman, who helped with copyediting.
To Remani at the USU Publication, Design, and Production Department,
goes my thanks for the quality printing of the journal over the years. I will
miss working with all of you.
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Michael Mendelson
This essay is based on the proposition that professional wri ting belongs on
equal footing with other courses in the English curriculum. I Distilled into
its most compact form, the proposition rests on the logic of the following
syllogism:
Rhetoric embraces writing in the workplace;
English Studies includes rhetoric as well as literature;
Therefore, English Studies extends (or ought to)
to writing in the workplace.
It is, of course, the parenthesi", the "ough t to," thatis the problema ti (" fea ture
of this sylIogism. For the parenthesis acknowledges tha t while pro fcssi anal
writing courses have been a staple in many English departments for more
than a decade, their actual status is still very much in question.: If such is
the case, and I believe it is, any proposal for the integration of professional
writing into the English curriculum will need more than the strict logic of
a syllogism to be persuasive. In the end, the reform proposed here will
require persistent dialogue on the part of department administrators and
faculty; careful attention to curricular innovations of schools in the forefront of professional communication (hereafter RPC, for rhetoric and
professional communication, the standard name for this emerging discipline); and proof supplied by teachers of RPC that their professional
interests are in fact consistent wi th the activi ties of the depa rtment Milton ist,
linguist, and composition specialists.
But a general willingness to discuss reform is in itself no guarantee
that reform will be the end product of even the most well-intentioned
efforts. What we need is a set of practical guidelines that plot a path for RPC
from the margins to the mainstream of English Studies. Without such
guidelines, all courses in professional communication (including business
writing, technical writing, visual communication, editing, argumentative
writing, and wri ting in ternships) Ldn too easil y be added to the departmental course list but ignored as important contributors to the actuil Ispectrum
ofdiscourscstudies. In thisessay, I will focus on those particular issues that
we must confront and those practical steps we might take if we hope to
achieve substantive reform.
WPA: Writing Program Administration Vol. 17, No.3, Spring, 1994
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I put forward this proposal knowing full well that curricular debate
over professional writing is far from resolved at many schools. 1 I know that
some dedicated teachers of English believe strongly that RPC courses are
too vocational, too mundane, too likely-in some curricular manifestation
of Gresham's Law-to drive out what they feel to be the more appropriate
study of British and American literature. Recently, a director of the ADE
wrote to me claiming that "students can learn about the practical genres in
many places in our society (including the school of business), but the
English department is the only place they can learn about the literary
genres." Implicit in such comments is an attitude of contempt and
dismissal, a perception that the business of English Studies in some way
becomes sullied by an association with professional communication. Such
an attitude is, I am sorry to say, still widespread. But my goal in this essay
is not to engage in what Iconsider a lingering skirmish in the long campaign
to make composition studies legitimate; rather, I wish to advance a
pragmatic agenda for those who already understand that English is a multidisciplinary area made more robust by extending its fundamental concern
with linguistic competence into promising new territories.
My proposal for integrating RPC into the English curriculum must
not only contend, however, with the vestigial contempt of many traditionalists; it must also recognize the strong local flavor of most academic
politics. Simply put, the politics of my department are not the same as the
politics of yours, even though we may both be involved in discussing the
role of professional writing in the English curriculum. Let me acknowledge, then, that my experience with issues of curricular reform comes from
a large public university in the Midwest, Iowa State, where-after four
years of discussion-the Department of English now has an undergraduate
area-of-concentration in Rhetoric and Professional Communication, as
well as a doctoral program in the same subject. Inherent in Iowa State's
redesigned curriculum is a vision of English Studies as an inclusive rather
than exclusive experience, a vision that extends not only to diverse
literatures and academic essays but also to the kinds of texts our students
will be producing and interpreting as professionals. The claims of this
vision seem to me to operate for any English department.
So on to the mattcr of integration, or how can RPC be effectively
incorporated into the English Studies curriculum, not only at schools like
mine, but anywhere. My approach here will be twofold, and not especially
startling: 1) integration of RPC courses will involve a comprehensive
review of the department's program of study rather than piecemeal
additions to the existing curriculum; and 2) barriers to integration can be
effectively scaled by efforts on the part of RPC faculty to increase their

8

research profile. What follows is my attempt to more fully define what
"integration" and "research" ought to mean in the context of this discussion.
By integration, I mean nothing less than the incorporation of all
branches of English Studies (linguistics and creative writing, as well as
literature and rhetoric) into a seamless curriculum that does not play
favorites. The goal of such integration is to engage our students in the full
spectrum of language study, and while the force of precedent may mean
that there are more literahtre courses than anything else, an integrated
curriculum will be one in which students are effectively encouraged to
sample from a full menu of options. This basic definition generates a
number of specific issues we must confront if integration is to go forward.
First: In an integrated program, disciplinary links between RPC
courses and the rest of the English and institutional curricula will be
established through course prerequisites and careful sequencing. All too
often a course in business communication, perhaps in tandem with the
technical writing course, floats about in some ignored eddy of the writing
program, totally without mooring in the curriculum and without causeways to and from other courses. We can begin to contemplate the
relationship of such courses to the rest of the curriculum by addressing the
following questions:
• What are the appropriate prerequisites for professional writing?
• Do rhetorical theory, literary study, and additional training in
ad vanced composition enhance the study of professiona I wri ting?
Or alternatively,
• Does professional writing prepare a student for additional, more
advanced work in rhetoric and/or composition?
• How does professional writing fit in with a Writing-Across-thcCurriculum program, or more broadly--how do WAC programs
address the subject of rhetoric in the workplace?
Once these questions (and the more specific ones that follow from them)
have been addressed and responded to, RPC will have a morc appropriate
anchor in the English curriculum and, just as important, students and their
advisors will be better able to address the relation of professional writing
to a particular program of study (see Brereton, 284-94).
Second, a related point: We must bcgin to think about the relation of
RPC to the English major. The rhetoric of the workplace is very different
from that of the academy; and, as repeated surveys indicate, college
graduates can plan on spending between a quarter and a third of their time
writing (Anderson 30ff). Our own informal surveys at Iowa State indicate
that if teachers are taken out of the pool of English graduates, business is
dearly the dominant career for English majors, and communication, in one

9
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form or another, is their principal activity on the job. If, however, the
of study for the major bypasses existing courses in RPC, or if
existing courses do not meet the minimal "tandard for an effective introduction to professional communication, then perhaps our majors are illprepared for the: rhetorical challenges of professional as well as academic
cultures. In either case, the faculty has an obligation to contemplate the
relationship behveen the major and the future of its graduates.
At Iowa State, we are attempting to fulfill this obligation by requiring
our majors to begin their studies with a block of courses that introduces
them to the broad scope of the discipline. After separate introductory
courses in literary studies, rhetorical analysis, and linguistics, each student
chooses from a group of upper-division writing courses (which includes
four RPC options) and completes a theory course in either the literary or
rhetorical tradition. Students then focus their advanced study in literature,
RPC, or teacher-education. In this program of study, then, rhetoric is not
an addend urn. And \vhile most of our majors enter the program assuming
that the study of English is equivalent to the study of literature, their
curricular experience expose~ them to a range of approaches that accurately reflects the breadth of our discipline. The student who emphasizes
literarv studies in this curriculum will have some ilcquaintance with nonbellet;istic writing, while students who opt for an RPC emphasis can build
a program of study that can include as many as half their courses in
professional communication. Our hope is that no miljor is excessively onesided in his/her emphasis, while RPC-oriented students need not feel as
though they are in mutiny from a predominantly literature program.
Third: If, as is the case at most schools, a single business or technical
writing course is to provide English majors (as well as undergraduates
from a pot pourri of disciplines) with effective training in professional
communication, then we must approach RPC in theoretical as well as
practical terms. Our subject is essentially rhetoric: the study of discourse
and the complex of activities that surround the creation and reception of
meaning within working cultures. Our goal is to supply students with the
knowledge required for participation in and critique of the discourse
practices of professional communities. Business writing courses dominated by such formalistic trivia as the buffered opening for correspondence
and a calculus for readability cannot fulfill this goal. Only the framework
provided by rhetorical theory can provide students 'vvith an adequate
understanding of the nature and function of linguistic interaction, an
understanding sufficient for them to comprehend and respond to a working world saturated by textuality and characterized by a myriad of
conventions, format", ilnd styles.
pro~ram

I ()

In other words, our courses in RPC must be no less theoretically
rigorous than a course in Shakespe,we that introduces stud~'nts to feminist
or new historicist perspectives, or a course in argumentative writing that
,'ppeals to Stephen Toulminor Chaim Perelman. Such a requirement places
substantial demand s on teachers of professional wri hng since mo~t texts in
the field remain almost entirely devoid of theory. Nonetheless, teachers
with training in rhetoric and composition or teachers who have tried to
keep abreast of research developments in the area should be able to
augment the utilitarian materials of the available texts with adequate
information on, for example, the Aristotelean triad, the Burkcan pentad, or
Bakhtinian dialogics. Without such informing theory, RPC courses can
easily degenerate into the kind of skills-training that many opponents of
these courses see as the unalterable nahuc of the beast.
Fourth: The teaching or profession,ll writing should not be viewed as
a departmental albatross to be borne by professors whose principal
interests lie elsewhere. In 1985, the ADE reported that 26(~;) of the teachers
assigned by English departments to RPC courses were literature specialists
with "no special training or experience in professional wri ting" (Rivers 51).
My guess is that the majority of additional teachers who routinely staff RPC
courses developed their "experience" not in graduate school or the workplace. Rather, most teachers of Rl'C continue to be "bootstrappers" (i.e.
teachers who have trained themselves in the discipline) who mayor may
not appreciate the differences betvveen academic and professional discourse.
There are two potential responses to the preponderance of
bootstrappers in the professional communication classroom: departments
can 1) hire from the soon-to-be-availablc crop of PhDs in RPC, and/ or 2)
make a concerted effort to tra in those faeu Ity members wi th other specia 1ties whose teaching responsibilities have come to include RPC course".
Option One will naturally be a matter for careful scrutiny, but administr?tors and facultv should kno'v\' that since 1990, doctoral level programs In
RPC-related '1f~as have sprung up in significant numbers· Consequently,
there will be no lack of well-trained teachers/ scholars available to departments who are serious about enhancing their RPC faculty. The more
previllent choice, however, will undoubtedly be Option Two, so that the
issue of retraining becomes a matter of substantial importance in any
blueprint for change.
Let me make dear that I do not automatically doubt the competence
of teachers who are initiallv untrained in profc!>~ional communication; 1
have seen too many "English" teachers tak~' up RPC with too much
commitment and creativity to make me a general sceptic. But I am

I I
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concerned about the lack of opportunities for the professional development
of both full-time and occasional RPC instructors. More specifically, my
concern is with those teachers (at any level) who, for reasons of scheduling
exigence or job availability, are asked to step into a business writing course
with little or no exposure to a rhetorical domain that is dramatically
different than the area of their own academic training. My fear is that
because of the lowly status of professional writing within the curriculum
and community there are too many teachers ofRPC who feel that they have
abandoned, or been pressed out of their native country and are in exile in
a foreign and inhospitable land. Would we tolerate a similar situation by
repeatedly dislocating a medievalist to the alien territory of 20th century
American Literature? If not, what message does our reliance on teachers
with limited training or interest in professiona1writing send to both faculty
and students about the place of RPC courses in the curriculum?5
The situation is not, however, without remedy. Departments can
hold seminars and colloquia on professional communication for teachers
in need of retraining. They can institute peer mentoring programs, invite
in a visiting scholar in professional communication to lecture or consult, or
distribute reading lists and pedagogical materials, all of which can contribute to the preparation of effective bootstrappers. At the very least,
departments must make some move to provide intellectual and pedagogical support for faculty members who may know very little about the subject
they are endeavoring to teach. The alternative to such administrativelysponsored support is to ask such faculty to choose between doing their
homework on their own or not doing it at all. The implication of such a
choice is that the department doesn't really care if these courses are taught
well because they remain somewhere outside the core of our primary
responsibility.
Five: Most teachers of professional writing have no independent
committee or forum in which to discuss curricular, pedagogical, and policy
issues specifically related to RPC. Under such circumstances, business and
technical writing courses are bound to be considered a curricular backwater to be patrolled by the departmental proletariat and visited occasionally
by faculty members who consider themselves on temporary leave from
their actual profession. Alternatively, faculty members who routinely
teach these courses need to convene and discuss the issues raised by their
courses. This is especially important if there is no professional communication specialist on staff or if business and technical writing courses have
been folded into the administrative purview of the freshman composition
or undergraduate curriculum committees. In order to ensure the effective
integration of RPC classes, we need to encourage the formation of a
separate forum for all those who have become defacto specialists in the area,
I 2

and we must accord this forum a voice in the administration of the
department's writing curriculum.
To this point, I have addressed the politics of integration as they
broadly relate to curriculum, staffing, and the department's administrative
structure. As I have tried to indicate, the motive and the means are at hand
to effect significant change in the status of RPC courses. But if my own
experience is any indication, change will require more than bureaucratic
integration. What is at stake is the perception of "Who are we as a
department?" and "How will this new discipline (RPC) affect our identity?"
Such questions require contemplation by the department as a whole; and,
as I have noted, cooperative effort on the issue of professional communication can be difficult to achieve. Indeed, the late Donald Stewart refers to
programs of advanced study in rhetoric as "islands in the wilderness far
ahead of the frontier of the profession and in danger of being destroyed by
hostile forces" (193). Nonetheless, if professional communication is to
become a member of the English Studies community in good standing
rather than a ghetto resident living on the fringe of respectability, then the
dominant community (which in most cases is literary studies) must be
encouraged to think seriously about the practical issues that follow from
my opening syllogism. It is, in my opinion, the responsibility of departmental administrators and officers to provide such encouragement. They can
begin to do so by contemplating the five issues outlined above and by
promoting forums in which these issues can be openly discussed.
But the RPC staff itself need not wait for department-wide discussion
to get under way in order to enhance its own position at the table.
Regardless of what the present status of a professional writing course in a
department may be, teachers and scholars of RPC can hasten the kind of
integration I seek by turning their attention to research. As scholars, we are
not so totally dependent on the mediating opinions of the larger community
to which we belong; rather, we are individually responsible for earning our
own place at the roundtable of English Studies with a currency that is
honored throughout the academy. And while the exchange rate for
scholarship in RPC may not be universal, the fact remains that research
prospects for RPC scholars are especially bright. Moreover, the discipline
of English has, on the whole, proven ready in recent years to reconceive the
scope of its research interests in considerably broader terms. So I tum to
the second section of my "notes on integration" with a full measure of
enthusiasm for what active scholarship might do to hasten the inclusion of
RPC into the mainstream of English Studies.
The first point to make about a research agenda in RPC is that the field
is wide open and significant opportunities exist to contribute valuable
knowledge on a host of subjects. Consider the breadth of the parent
13
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discipline of rhetoric, a 2,500-year-old tradition that seeks to define and
describe the communication act and, in particular, the various historical,
epistemological, psychological, cultural, and technical forces that condition this act. RPC focuses specifically on the rhetoric of written communication within the business, academic, scientific, and technical communities.
Its goal is to apply the extensive, varied tradition of rhetorical theory to
those practical questions relevant to professional communicators and
professional discourse communities. Such question" include the following
rather obvious but very extensive areas of inquiry:
• How do professional writers create or collaborate to create discourse, and how do readers in professiona Isettings construct or coconstruct meaning?
• How do professionals and novice" acquire the specialized skills
that allow them to participate in specific discourse communities,
and how can writing instructors enhance the learning process?
• I low can business writing scholars evaluate the effectiveness of
communication in professional cultures, and what contribution
can empirical methodologies make to this evaluation?
• And how does the discourse of professional communities reflect
and respond to various political, economic, cultural, and technical
influences 7"
The reader will notice that my outline for RPC scholarship emphasizes both the humanistic origins of the discipline and the multi-disciplinary nature of its present practice, a combination that accounts for much of
the discipline's excitement and potential. The most enticing feature of this
emerging discipline may well be the fact that inquiry into topics like the
above has really just begun, so that, to paraphrase Ivan Karamazov,
"anything is possible." Collections of essays edited by Odell and Goswami
in Writillg ill Non-Academic Scttil/gs, by Myra Kogcn in Writing in tile Business
Professions, or by Thralls and BI yl er in Profcssiorw I Co III It/II II ica t ion: The Social
Perspective are indicati ve of the breadth of the terrain and the applicability
of di verse methodologies. i\nd because the field is new, the door remains
open to modest studies as well as ground-breaking scholarship. Such
opportunity should inspire both novice and veteran scholars as they
contemplate the possibilities for research in the rhetoric of the workplace.
Second, a" we fill out the m"p of the new discipline, we must address
more fully the need for historical and theoretical research in RPC We need
research like Kitty Locker's investigation of the early correspondence by the
East Indian Company or Robert Shenk's discussion of the links between
Roman suasoria (a kind of history-based writing assignment) and contemporary case-study problems. We need more publications like Douglas and
Hildebrandt's Studies III the History of BIISil,CSS Writing with its fine essays
14

on "l3usine:"" Writing and the Spread of Literacy in the Late Middle Ages"
(by Malcolm Richardson) and on Lord Chesterfield's epistolary rhetoric (by
Willi"m E. Rivers). In short, we need more research that examine"
historical texts in their own socia/cultural contexts and in the proce"s
establishes a lineage for contemporary practice. We also need more
theoretical research in the field; more research that posits ge-nera li"ed
accounts of the various genres, procedures, and contexts that characterize
writing in the workplace; and mOre research that provides new illternatives
to the pragmatism that h,'5 to-date quite reasonably dominated research in
this most utilitarian of discour~e types. In particular, we- need to explore
more fully the methodological innovations of recent literary and critical
theory and to extend the range of our theoretic,,) appeal beyond Aristotle,
the ars dietami/lis, and Kenneth Burke to Foucault, Sa khtin, and Habermas,
among others. The result would, I think, be a significantly expanded
conception of what rhetorical studies in professional communication
can be.
Third, we must remain alert to the interdisciplinary nature of research
in wri ting \vi thin the professions. There arc na tu rill ex tensions between our
work as rhetoriciant- and the interests of many other disciplines, such as
ethnography, psycho-linguistics, organizational and cognitive psychology, the history of technology, the sociology of group behavior, computer
science, even graphic arts. Studies such as Joi\nne Yates' Control TIIrollgll
Commullication and Charles Bazerman's Shapillg Written K/JOlPledgc signal a
new refinement in cross-over studies with a rhetorical base; and we can, I
think, expect increasing diversity in method and subj('ct as the discipline
matures. The effect of such diversitv w.ill not be a loss of concentration in
our primary research age-nda (such 'a notion is hardly consi~tent with the
heterogeneous nature of the work conducted under the aegis of English);
rather, the expansion of rhetoric and composition "tudies into the domain
of business and professional d i"course will mean a fuller, more comprehensive application of English Studies to the world around us.
This emphasis on the ce-ntri fugal nature of research in RPC brings me
to my fourth and final recommcndation: we need to move beyond the pale
of our own working environment and investigate all those communities
that are the putative subject of the discipline-from small bllsincsses to
government agencies, from public-relation.s firms to the local CPA.
Broadhead and Freed's TI1I' VI1riables of Composition.· Process and Product ill
11 BIiSilll'5S Sri t ing exemplifies opportuni ties in this area. And in fact, everv
teacher of profest-iona Icom m unication has a multitude of research option's
in her own neighborhood. This potential for movement beyond the
classroom and into the field i;, a unique aspect of rc!'>earch in RPC and an
additional cause for excitement on the part of independent researchers.
I 5
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Those who follow this "ethnographic path" will find that not only is there
a new continent of composition practice out there waiting to be mapped,
but that the communities we seek to investigate--the businesses, factories,
agencies, and disciplincs-are themselves particularly anxious for the
"information transfer" of rhetorical insight from the academy to their own
professional cultures. 7
These comments on research may seem to be leading me toward a
rosy peroration in which I anticipate the ready embrace of RPC by the
English Studies community at-large. r will stop short of any utopian vision,
however, since it seems unlikely to me that we will see a Bakhtinian analysis
of corporate annual reports in the PMLA or College English anytime soon.
Nonetheless, innovative research will go a long way toward establishing a
place for RPC teachers at the table over which English Studies professionals
discuss their common concerm. And indeed, I would argue that RPC
research has already begun to assert its common ground with English
Studies by contributing to our discipline's constantly expanding conception of textuality. What we need to do now is to take the additional step of
opening up English department curricula to a range of discourse that our
research has identified as exciting tcrritory for rhetorical studies. There is
no longer any reason to declare such tcrri tory off-limits to our own majors
or too alien to be surveyed by our tenure-line faculty. The time has come
to negotiate parity for RPC courses in English deparhnents, to engineer
actual integration rather than to plead for tolerance, to embrace an egalitarian conception of the curriculum, and to eschew the false hierarchies that
are holdovers from a passing era,
It may well be that a syllogism, despite its appeal to reason, will never
be enough to convince the skeptical of the relevance of RPC to our mission
as English teachers; but perhaps careful curricular planning and refined,
innovative research may be. In any case, they ought to be.

Notes
1, The terms "professional writing" and "profe~sional communication'· apply
throughout to both business writing and technical communication courses. As
noted later in this first paragraph, the term RPC (for rhetoric and professional
communication) is also adoptl:'d as the emerging title of this new discipline. An
early version of thi~ paper was delivered at the 1990 MLA Convention in a special
session on business writing and the English curriculum.

corroborated by noting the very small number of Engli~h departments that (as of
1989) offered students the opportunity to pursul:' an integrated course of ],:mguage
study i.n an <lrea of the di~cipline other than literature (see Stewart, 194-1(9).
Finall y, John Brereton ca ptu res the persistent tenm of much opin ion when he notes
tha t business wri ting has been "d I~dained by English teachers as beneil th the notICe
of a humanist" (280-281).
3. At the 1992 CCC Convention, I was forcefullv reminded of the deb.'lte over the
place of RPC courses in the English curriculum by Profess01' W. Ross Winterowd.
My colleague, ~eil Nakadate, and I had just pre~ented some ideas on the curriculum for doctora I studies in RPC when Prof. Winterowd correct I y insisted thd t major
curricular reform was only feasible 'lfter the battle between rhetoric and poetics
had been resolved; and in a great many departments, such resolution, he <lrgued,
was a long way off.
4. Until 1990, Carnegw Mellon and Rensselaer offered thl:' only doctoral programs
in professional communication, and tunlcd out a combined totill of only about a
dozen graduates a year (Chapman and Tate 140-L41 & 164-165). Since 1990,
Michigan Tech, New Mexico State, Iowa State, imd Minne~ola h<1\ e initiated
doctoral programs in some form of RPC, whiLe Ohio State dnd Purdue have
incorporated RPC into existing doctoral programs. See also Eno~,
5. I should also note that the low status of RPC teachers (oneither full or temporary
appointment) and their often limited access to professional dl:'\·e\opment opportunities rilises serious questions about promotion "nd tenure. See Tebeaux.
6. This rudimentarv definition is indebted to the ·'Definition of Rhetoric and
Technical Communi~ation" in the \-1ichigan Tech proposal for a doctoral program
(3-4) and to Janice Lauer and Andrea Lunsford's essav, ·The Place of Rht'tonc <lnd
Composition in Doctoral Studies."
'
7. Department administrators can, of coursl:', foster the research agenda outlined
here by providing research time and travel support and by re\varding !>cholarly
achievement appropriately. And yet, decision" about such ~upport m"y require a
department chair to overcome a natural hesitation about journals (like The lOlm1ll1
of Business and Tee/mica! Commwlical1l1l1) and conferences (like tho~e "ponsored by
the Association for Business Communication) that seem suspiciously un-Engli~h.
Nonetheless, I sugge~t that the return on thi~ investml:'nt in RPC scholarship is
particularly rapid. as re~earch trend~-like colhlborative writing and computeraided instruction--eiln almost immediately influl:'llce the department's pedagogical practicl:'.

2, AnADE-sponsored survey by William E. Rivers in 1985 indicated that, between
1979 and 1984, almost two-thirds of 568 sample departments either doubled or
tripled their enrollment in RPC courses, And yet, 71% of these same departments
reported that faculty response to this growth ranged from '·reSl:'f\'cd acceptance" to
"intense disapproval" (51-52). This di~trust of RPC courses can be informally
I ()
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Developing a Technical Communication Program: The Role of the WPA
Sherry Burgus Little
Writing program administration is often thought of as directing only the
freshman composition writing classes in a college or university. The roles
of \\"Citing program administrators (WPAs) arc expanding, however, to
include other kinds of responsibilities, such as directing writing across the
curriculum activities or intensive learning experiences. Another role often
not written or thought about is administering techniC<11 communication
programs, which sometimes involves developing them as \vell WPAs (or
"whoppers" as I've seen us called on the W I' A network that David Schwalm
has started) mav well ask, "Whv will I want to develop one" I'm busy
enough already:" WPAs are nov.: more in \!olved in program development
than ever before, and conceptualizing a program in technical communication is not an unlikely expansion of the role of the wr A, although actually
developing it might be delegated to someone else. WP As becoming
involved in this development will ensure that the new program shares an
integrated and coherent relationship to the rest of the writing program.
Most wr As recognize that technical communication has become a
permanent part of the writing program at a number of univer~ities. The
number of technical communiCiltion programs has grown dramatically in
the last 10 to 15 years. In the latest edition of the directory of Academic
Progrnllls ill TccJmicaf CommullicatiOIl (Kelley et al.), fifty-six institution~
reported technical communication programs of one kind or another.
Earlier editions, one published in 1976 and the other in 19tH, also report the
growth of such programs. Between 1976 and 1985, the number of programt.
almost tripled; and in the four years between 1981 to lYH5, the number of
programs doubled (Kelley, Masse, and Sullivan).
Additionally, many institutions have developed successful classes in
technical writing Most of these classes in universities are offered at the
upper-division level and satisfy, as they do on my campus, the upperdivision writing competency requirements. Sometimes these classes
become the core of a program, making it possible for a coherent program
to be developed without adding many new courses.
That many schools now have successful program~, of course, is not an
adcquilte rationale within itself for creating one. More to the point, I
believe, is that recent theori7ingabout the place of writing in the university
22
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reconceptualizes the role of a WPA in many ways. Complex questions are
being asked about the history of writing studies and its institutional
structures (Little, 1993; see Russell, especially 3-34). lts traditional association with English departments is being questioned and, in fact, the number
of separate w rihng programs has recently increased drama bca II y \v ith new
departments of rhetoric and \vriting at Colgate University (Howard;
Jamieson and Howard), San Diego State University (Little, 1991; Little,
1993; Rose), and the University of Arkansas at Little Rock. A new division
for rhetoric and writing has b~cn created also at the University of Texas at
Austin.
The impact of writing across the disciplines focuses the attention of
teacher scholars on the discourses of all disciplines, rather than privileging
one text (such as the literary) over another (such as the scientific), making
wr As and all scholars in writing studies question the shape and content of
writing c1a~ses at all levels. Technical communication has emerged in
recent years as an important area of study within this broadened, expanded
view of rhetoric and writing studies. Technical communication includes
under its large, undefinable umbrella a broad range of writing, and many
have tried to develop a workable definition that encompasses all its aspects.
At the 1990 Wyoming Conference, Stanley Fish suggested, "All writing is
technical writing." For my purposes, however, I'm suggesting a more
limited meaning, one associated with the writing that a professional
technical writer produces, a professional educated in what Carolyn Miller
identifies as the "rhetoric of 'the world of work'" ("What's Practical" 24). The
mission of the program I will discuss here would be to prepare technical
writers to enter the profession of technical communication.
What this essay provid6 is information that can serve as suggestions
for developing such programs, questions that must be answered before
beginning, and resources available to any WPA who might be asked to or
chooses to develop sllch program:". You'll find additional details, like
addresses, in the Appendix. This et.say <1lso discusses an issue familiar to
most WPAs: the conflict between theory and prilctice that confronts
composition studies itself, the conflict, in the words of John Schilb, "between its populism and its service ethos" (96). In technical communication
studies, this conflict is sometimes referred to as the "Is-ought" controversy
(Johnson). Carolyn Miller suggests tha t these sets of "rdated oppositions"
can be resolved by considering Aristotle's techne and praxis ("What's
Practical" 21). In an earlier work, "h~' identi fies the "humanistic" concerns
of technical writing CA Humanistic Rationale"), and perhap:" WP As can see
a model for their own resolution of this is:"ue in the ways that technical
communication tries to come to terms with this problem.
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Questions To Ask Before You Begin
An important first step for any WPA who thinks about developing a
technical communication program is to become familiar with the kinds of
programs that other institutions have designed by studying such sources
as the directory published by the Society for Technical Communication
(STC), Academic Programs in Techtlical Communication. Although woefully
out of date, this STC directory does describe programs, illustrating the
kinds and numbers of courses required. Notice immediately that technical
communication programs come in a variety of shapes, depending on
resources and student needs; however, C. Gilbert Storms identifies in att
this diversity three components shared by most programs: coursework
devoted to technical writing, preparation in technical areas, and application experiences such as internships. Many programs are certificate
programs at either the graduate or undergraduate level, sometimes spanning both levels. Because certificate programs are usually adjuncts to a
degree program, they are open to both students pursuing a degree and to
those who already have completed degrees, making them very flexible
programs. Some certificate programs are extremely thorough, requiring
as many units as an undergraduate major, while others require as few as
one or two courses. The program in technical and scientific writing at San
Diego State University, for example, requires 21 units and includes a
required core of classes in writing and technical writing, classes in technical
specialities, and internships. Some technical communication programs are
undergraduate programs; some are master's programs. Many of these
graduate and undergraduate programs reveal the same diversity found in
the certificate programs.
Technical communication is an interdisciplinary field so new that
programs can use many existing courses. For campuses su Hering economic
reverses, beginning a new program that demands an increase in resources
is not possible; but because existing courses can provide much of the
technical information technical communicators need, such as information
about computer technology, graphics, science, engineering, and business,
programs can be developed with a minimum of new resources required.
All that will be needed is some cooperation among the departments
providing these courses. Because we are not talking large numbers of
students, no strain will be placed on other departments' budgets as well.
Developing these close ties within the university community brings
up another question that must be resolved: What are the needs within the
academic community that will supp IYthe clien tele for the program and the
needs of the industrial community that will most likely be hiring students
24

when they have finished the program? Sometimes programs are designed
to appeal to English majors who need a better alternative for a career than
teaching or selling books at Walden's bookstore. I have heard some people
refer to such programs as a means for creative writers "to support their
habit." Although these justifications have some validity, the appeal of
technical communication programs extends beyond the English major.
People from many fields become professional technical communicators.
Students enrolled in the program offered atSan Diego State University, for
example, come from all disciplines of the university, including English,
engineering, religious studies, Classics, nursing, and geology.
The number of faculty needed to give a program continuity and
permanence depends, of course, on the type of program offered. At San
Diego State University, for instance, tv.;o faculty members specialize in
teaching technical communication. Local practitioners with experience in
teaching writing also teach part-time in the program. The certificate
program at UCLA is taught by practitioners who have also helped design
the program and the courses. The master's program offered by the
University of Washington, which has its own department of technical
communication, demands a higher number of tenured and tenure-track
faculty. Many programs, especially at the graduate level, offer degrees in
rhetoric or English with an emphasis or specialization in technical communication. In these programs, faculty in rhetoric join those in technical
communication in offering courses, and many faculty in rhetoric have
backgrounds that span both areas. A prerequisite in the best programs
expects faculty to have experience as both practitioners and academics,

Identifying Technical Communication Resources
WPAs have learned from such activities as the WPA Conference and the
WPA electronic network that we all face similar situations. Talking to each
other and learning from other people's experience allow us to accomplish
our responsibilities without reinventing the wheel. Such netv.;orking is
certainly recommended in developing and directing technica I communication programs. Many experienced administrators can provide helpful
guidance and advice, One organization that creates a forum for technical
communication program administrators is the Council for Programs in
Technical and Scientific Communication (CPTSC). Proceedings from its
annual meetings describe many programs, as well as the procedures
undertaken to develop them. CPTSC, which joined STC in developing the
third edition of the directory of academic programs published by STC, is
now jointly with STC developing an electronic directory that can be
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updated and accessed easily. CPTSC is also designing iI t,elf-study
program, modeled after the WI'A t-elf-study, that will help to develop new
programs and to evaluate established ones.
STC and its journal Technical C07JImunication offer much valuable
information; especially helpful is the 1984 Fourth Quarter iSt,ue, dedicated
to education. One article in this ist,ue, among many fine ones, is the
descriptive study of types of programs reported by C. Gilbert Storms
referred to earlier. As well, STC holds the annual International Technical
Communication Conference (ITCC), now renamed the STC Annual Conference, publishing a Proceedings that includes good information about all
kinds of programs, both academic and industrial.
Besides CPTSC and STC, another resource is the Association for
Teachers of Technical Writing (AITW), an organization that publishes the
Technical Comnllll1icatiOlI Quarterly, formerly The Technical Writing Teacher.
This journal is another good resource for information about programs,
c1ast,es, and other pertinent subjects. Articles, such as Earl McDowell's
survey of undergraduate and graduate programs in the United States,
explore curricula, providing good overviews of programs. ATTW publishes an anthology series too that includes valuable procedural information, such as William Coggin's anthology on establishing and supervising
internships.
Other journals provide help. IEEE Tn1ll51lctiolls 011 Professiollal ComnlllllicafioJ! published Paul Anderson's article on designing programs and
Lionel Howard's earlier survey of technical communication programs in
the United States. The lawn Stnte Journal of Business mId Technical Calf/municalion-now the fournal of Bus/Hess {I/ld Tccllllical COllmlIlllicatio/1 (Sage
Publications) thatpublished'Meese and Wahlstrom's descriptions of graduate programs being developed in the United States--ean save hours of
work if you are thinking about a grad uate program. The Journal of Tech/Iical
Wrilitlg and Comnl1111 iCllfioll (Baywood Publishing Company) is a Iso worthy
of study for information on programs and courses.
Such a short description of resources illustrates the best advice I can
offer: network.

Developing Ties with the Industrial Community
Earlier r suggested that developers of technical communication programs
should kno\'v the needs of both the academic community and the ind ustria I
and busine~s community that will be hiring students who complete'
programs. 1 have already suggested that many courses can be part of an
interdi!>ciplinary program developed with other departments in the uni2 ()

versity. Of vital importance as well are close ties with the industrial
community outside the university.
One of the best ways I know to create such ties is forming an advisory
committee or corporate ~dvisory board, a type of group not overly fami liar
to English department faculty. This group is not made up of faculty from
the departments of the universi ty but of representatives from industries in
the community who would be interested in helping to develop a technical
communicatidn program. Being active in a local STC chapter can create
va luable contacts for anyone hoping to develop a technical communication
program and to establish an advisory committee. Not much is written
about advisory committees, how to establish them and maintain their
cantin uing support. Brockmann published an eM Iy, bri ef stud y of advisory
boards, and CPTSC Pro(('cdings published suggestions for establishing and
maintaining them (Little, 1985; Bosley; Deming). Such an advisory grOllp
can give much support to a developing program, and involving these
industrial representatives in developing a program helps them identify
strongly with the program, much to the program's benefit. They can be
especially beneficial in establishing internships and providing employment opportunitie~ for students.
Universities in rural areas may need to look to a larger metropolitan
area to develop tics wi th industry, perhaps even to state-wide networking.
Some universities callan alumni who have moved into metropolitan areas
to serve on their advisory committees, although doing so may prove
expensive to either the university or the alumni if members are asked to
travel great distances and to spend large amounts of time in meetings on
campus. Working with people on campus who are interested in fund
raising may provide some support for this cause. Internships can be
provided within the university too, as at Oklahoma State University
(Southard) and Universitv of Texas at EI Paso (Hager).
Needs assessment studies also provide valuable feedback about the
type of program industry desires, although care should be taken that
program s n at become tra ining grounds for immed ia te jobs while overlooking that the technical communica tor of the future rna y need more than the
skills and techniques used by the technical communicator of today. Some
studies of practitioners (little and McLaren; Green and Nolan; Buchholz)
can supplement the advice of advisory commi ttees; however, keep in mind
that, although ad visory committees and studies of practitioners gi ve much
needed and much appreciated advice and support, their role should
remain advisory. Miller ("What's Practical") and Anderson address the
descriptive versus prescriptive use of information about the practice of
technical communication. This "uneasy relation" mirrors the debate in
composition studies as well as "a larger debate in American higher
2 7
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education" (Miller "What's Practical" 18). Any WPA developing a technical
communication program must remain critically aware of the implications
of this debate.

Balancing the Theoretical and the Practical
Critical to the success of any technical communication program is the issue
of whether the program is trainillg a student for a position as technical
communicator or educating the student to become a contributing member
of society. This issue applies to all programs, whether at the undergraduate
certificate level or at the graduate degree level, if not to all education today
and, as I mentioned earlier, to composition studies as well. It's certainly an
issue that those technical communication programs housed in English
departments will have to address. A study by William Rivers in 1985
reported that most technica I writing is taught in English departments, and
the directory, Academic Programs ill Teclmical Conmllll1ic(/tion, corroborates
this finding. In many ways, the English department is an uneasy home for
technica Icommunica bon programs, prima rily because of the issue of wha t
constitutesed!lcatiol1 and how it differs from training. Technical communication can be regarded as suspect if it is seen as a study of how to get a job
rather than as critical questioning of and inquiry into such issues as ethics
and the history of science and technology, the implications of information
as a product instead of a means--in truth, the place of technology in a college
liberal arb curriculum. Walking the tightrope and balancing these forces
demand careful, continuous awareness of the issue of what place practice
play~ in relation to theory. Of particular value in seeing this issue revealed
in technical communication studies, in addition to those referred to earlier,
are David Dobrin's "What's Technical About Technical Writing?" and
"What's the Purpose of Teaching Technical Communication?" The publication Nell' Essays ill Tee/mical mId Scientific Conmlllllicatioll: Resenrch,
Theory, mId Practicc, edited by Paul Anderson, R. John Brockmann, and
Carolyn R. Miller, is a must-read source for all WPAs who are thinking
about creating technical communication studies in their writing program.
David Kolb and other experientidllearning theorists also provide a
partial solution to this issue when they see the growing acceptance of "the
critical linkages that can be developed between the classroom and the 'real
world'''(Kolb 4). These critical linkages use "the workplace as a learning
environment that can enhance and supplement forma! education....
[Experiential learning theory] stresses the role of formal education in
lifelong learning and the development of indi viduals to their full potentia I
as citizens, family members, and human beings" (4).
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The internship, one experiential learning strategy that bridges the gap
between theory and practice-that which distinguishes education from
"mere" training of techniques and skills--becomes a critical link in successful technical communication programs. Many of these important internship experiences can be provided by members of the advisory committee,
who are especially aware of seeing it as the culminating experience it
can be.

Conclusion
WPAs will find that developing a technical communication program
provides many rewards for the hard work entailed. Technical communicators are in great demand, and as technology continues in its ubiquity and
increases in its complexity the need for technical communicators promises
to continue. Education has answered the demand for technical communication by developing in the last few years new programs, programs that
need administrators, and a good deal of interest remains in developing
more new programs or in expanding existing programs into degree or
graduate programs. The WPA's role in this program development, perhaps only at a conceptual level or in its actual development, will ensure that
the technical communication program forms a coherent piece within the
entire writing program.
The benefit of such programs to students is obvious: they get jobs,
More important is their role in making technology available to the user,
their introduction into a world of writing that with all its constraints
provides a complex challenge to their experience, education, and skill.
Developing these programs also provides a complex and familiar challenge
for WPAs to keep a balance between theory and practice, to make careful
use of the important ties necessary for the success of these programs
without obligating themselves to a program that they cannot defend or to
a program that suffers from a schizophrenic attempt to be all things to all
people.
I

Note
1. For more on the use of in temships in technical comm uniCJ bon programs, see my
article, "The Technical Communication Internship: An Application of Experiential
learning Theory," ]ollmal of Busin('~~ and Techmcal Commullication, forthcoming.
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Recognizing and Using Context
as a Survival Tool for WAC
Jay Carson
"As quiltmakers remind us, reconsideration of existing materials
generates new ideas and images."
Ann Ruggles Cere
Over the last fifteen years, the writing-across-the-curriculum movement
has grown into one of the largest education reform movements in the
United States. In her 1986 book, Composition lind tile Acndcmy; A Study of
Writing Program Administration, Carol Hartzog found that 41'1'0 of the
schools surveyed had institu ted WAC programs. Susan McLeod, in her
1989 WAC survey, "Writing Across the Curriculum: The Second Stage and
Beyond," found that 38% of the colleges and universities responding hild
some version of WAC, and another 10'~'(J were planning programs in the
near future. McLeod points out how startling these figures are, "considering just a decade ago, only a handful of such programs existed" (338).
Cynthia Cornell and David Klooster affirm in a recent WPA article that "in
terms of numbers of participating instihltions, the WAC movement has
never been stronger." More currently, the February 19, 1992, WAC
Videoconference, "Writing Across the Curriculum: Making it Work," the
second sponsored by PBS and my home institution, Robert Morris College,
has received enthusiastic response from viewers across the country. PBS
administrators estimate that the almost 200 downlink sights in the United
States and Canada allowed more than 12,000 people to participate. Such
numbers qualify it as among the largest conferences ever produced for PBS
Adult Learning Services.! One surprising aspect of the videoconference
participation was the level of sophistication of the call-in questions.
Viewers' interests centered around such issues as how to most effectively
structure assignments to achieve cognitive goals in specific disciplines, an
is:"ue raised by Lee Odell some ten years ago as under-examined yet crucial
to WAC research (43).
Wri ti ng across the curricu Iurn has spread wideIy ilnd quickl y because
it appears to be a useful too] for many college and universi ty teachers. WAC
continues to offer much hope for improved literacy, thinking, and learning
about subjects across the disciplines, and increased interc:.t in writing in the
disciplines. Several experts at both RMC/PBS videoconferences also
WPA: Writing Program Administration Vol. 17, No.3, Spring, 1994
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referred to the pedagogical power of WAC, At the February 1992 telecast,
Elaine Maimon called the present movement, "the reform pedagogy."
It remains true, however, as James Kinneavy wrote in 1987, "the jury
is still out on writing across the curriculum. . .. Further cases must be
brought to the courts to test the movement" (377). Kinncavy's advice to
gather more information on WAC i~stillgood; butis there time forthejury's
thoughtful deliberation of cases?
Perhaps the most pressing question the movement faces concerns its
longevity: How can colleges and universities keep programs going long
enough to access their value? Disturbing reports about the viability of
WAC are appearing in the literature. Cornell and Klooster warn that
con tinuation of writing-across-the-curriculum programs is seriously threa tened. This ominous warning singles out older, and presumably more
successful programs, where a number of problems are emerging, including
a gradual decrease in faculty willingness to share responsibility for students' writing, a shifting focus of administrative interests, and a realization
tha t ini tial assumptions aboutWACare fau I ty, thatWAC is temporary, tha t
WAC courses are no more work to teach th,m traditional courses, and that
WAC is cheap (8-12).
Increasingly, scholars find that WAC goals conflict with others
already established at colleges and universities (Cornell and Klooster;
Young). In Writing in tlIe Academic Disciplines, David Russell cites a basic
incompatibility between universities and WAC programs, arguing that
attitudes and organizational structures threaten the very existence of
WAC. Lacking the training, security, and inclination to use the power they
have, WPAs are often at a loss to protect programs (White). Further
compounding the problem is the drying up of grant money used to
implement and sustain many programs (Russell 291). In light of these
reports, Cornell and Klooster's warning seems accurate: "All but the most
committed institutions will experience tensions that can threaten the
existence of ambitious writing programs" (14).
Richard Young and others correctly point out tha t the school contexts
of WAC are often at odds with the programs; but correctly understood and
used, these contexts can also be opportunities. In a recent WPA article,
Elizabeth Rankin underscores the necessi ty of understanding local context
in order to bring about change. Our stories have common clements, but
"local factors shape our separate academic communities" (62). Ann
Ruggles Cere gives us a useful analogy for using contexts when she
suggests "quiltmakers remind us that reconsideration of existing materials
generates nevI{ ideas and images" (4). Rather than always looking outside
the institu tion, \\'e can help assure the longevity of our programs by finding
and better using opportunities that the college or university has already
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provided. My suggested use of context is a variation of David Russell's
argument that WAC programs, to survive, must be more strongly woven
into the fabric of our institutions. Russell argues that failure to integrate our
programs into the organizational structure of the university will result in
their demise after the powerful personalities who started them leave. To
do this weaving, we must find ways to reconsider existing materials that
will generate "new ideas and images." My analysis of the Robert Morris
story attempts to do just that.
Exploiting context for persuasive purposes is nothing new. A colleague, John O'Banion, reminds me that emphasis on context is simply
recognizing the power of narratio, the ancient persuasive strategy. In
Reorien ting Rhetoric: The Dialect ofList and 5 tory, O'Banion demonstra tes tha t
ancient rhetoricians understood the power of the story. Cicero and
Quintilian, for example, used the narration to orient audiences and make
them more aware of the peculiar circumstances of cases under consideration. One way to see my in-depth examination (and case histories in
general) is as an argument by story, a narratio, By examining one
instantiation of WAC, we see how such a program begins and remains a
reality on an individual campus and how WAC "is developing as an idea
orsetofideas" (Hartzog 38). We also see the importance of context to WAC
programs. O'Banion tells us that in classical times, "contexts were understood as the frameworks within which particulars make sense" (89). We can
help the particulars of WAC programs make sense to administrators and
faculty by better connecting them to the contexts of their environments.
Writing Across the Business Disciplines (WABD) was started at
Robert Morris under a grant from the Buhl Foundation. The grant money
was used chiefly to provide stipends for a series of seminars where RMC
faculty from across the curriculum studied ways to integrate WAC concepts into targeted courses. Each iteration consisted of approximately
fifteen faculty. Within four years, more than one-third of the RMC faculty
had completed the program. As the grant money dwindled, seminars
became economically impossible. The central questions for the survival of
WABD became how can new faculty be attracted and trained and how can
interest be maintained among those already trained now that the outside
support for seminars is gone?
Our answer was to replace the seminars with a departmental-level
plan called the "Mentor Phase." Under the system, new participants choose
mentors in their academic departments who have already been through the
program. The individual mentor acts as a guide and resource as the new
participant works her way through four video tapes and a workbook. The
videos, workbook, and mentor relationship are supplemented by writingacross-the-curriculum workshops sponsored by the W ABO Advisory
37
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Committee. The criteria for completing the program remains the same as
under the grant-sponsored faculty seminar system. Each participant must
develop a full course plan of a redesigned, targeted course that includes a
rationale, explicit goals, and a matrix that brings together the goals of the
course and the material to be covered into enabling objectives. These
enabling objectives often become opportunities for writing to learn. The
full course plan also requires a detailed syllabus and a plan for evaluating
the course.
.
As the Director of WABD during this "Mentor Phase," I have been
entrusted with the care of an eight-year-old program that was called by an
outside WPA evaluation team one of the best writing-across-the-curriculum programs in the country (Arkin et a1.). My case study of this program
allowed me to examine closely what happened and what can be learned
from the Robert Morris experience that can be helpful to others attempting
to implement and sustain WAC programs (Carson). My examination
suggests several ways to help programs survive by exploiting the contexts
in which the programs began, including the following: attachment of
programs to the bureaucracy of the school, extensive evaluation of programs, communication, record keeping, and histories. As schools and their
needs differ, so do WAC programs' responses to those needs; understanding local context is key to bringing about change (Rankin). Despite the
difficulties of generalizing for many different campuses, I suggest the
following means to exploit the contexts found in a variety of school
environments.

Attachment of Programs to School's Bureaucracy
Ed White argues recently in WPA that a central problem facing writing
directors is dealing with powerful bureaucracies. He maintains that WPAs
should refuse to accept the condition of powerlessness, and he offers
several suggestions on becoming "canny with power"(S). This power often
can be used best, as White uses his, to weave the program more tightl y into
the organizationa I structure of the institution. Bureaucracies are rich areas
tomine for ways to help WAC programs survive. For example, a university
or college bureaucracy can provide: 1) a campus-wide forum to discuss
writing across the curriculum and to spread the good word about it, 2) a
departmental structure into which WAC programs can be woven, and 3)
a reward system to encourage participation.
1. WJ1C study groups: Start a WAC committee or a study group. It can
offer an intellectual arena where writing across the curriculum and its
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possibilities on a particular campus can be examined and discussed. If a
program is already in place, such a forum allows all faculty and administrators to exchange ideas concerning WAC. Those who disagree with the
concepts of WAC or with the local instantiation can sometimes be won over
with information or by the chance to air their reservati ons. Those who agree
can always learn m~re about WAC theory, practice, and the political
realities of implementing a program on their own campus.
The Robert Morris WABO Advisory Committee attempts to strengthen
the WABD program throughout the College. The Committee's principal
focus has been design and implementation of faculty workshops that will
interest new and past participants in the possibilities of writing across the
curriculum and our particular approach. Last year (1991-92), the RMC
WABO Advisory Committee held five faculty workshops where about 15
Robert Morris faculty from various disciplines made presentations, chiefly
on their application of WABO to targeted courses. Many faculty were
surprised at the variety and helpfulness of WAC methods already in use,
including assignments and evaluations. TIlis year (1992-93), Faculty
Workshops have focused on showing RMC/PBS Resource Videos (comprised of a number of experts discussing WAC and related issues, as well
as segments showing teachers at various campuses across the country
using WAC approaches in their classrooms). In the workshops, the videos,
sometimes supplemented with individual faculty presentations, become
points of deparhue for discussing WAC and how to implement it in
individual RMC coursE's. The Committee also advises the Director on ways
to help more faculty complete the program.
Certain people should be strongly encouraged to join and remain
permanent members on such committees. Among those holding ex-officio
membership on the RMC W ABO Ad visory Committee are the following:
two members of the board of Trustees, the Academic Vice-President, two
students who have participated in WABD-targeted classes, and all faculty
mentors. Other members are interested parties, usually former faculty
participants who are not presently mentors. In such a mix, budget- and
decision-makers participate with faculty, therefore developing a sense of
ownership of the program. Active participation on WAC Committees also
teaches administrators and faculty the importance of these programs to
improved literacy, learning, and pedagogy, as well as reminding them of
the difficulties in keeping such programs going. Planning is important.
Both the Advisorv Committee and the departmental status of the program
were provided f~r in the original WABO grant proposal.
What if a committee has not been built into a program? Colleagues
at other ,"chools tell me that creating a committee and ensuring the
39
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participation of important administrators is not always easy or even
feasible. More modest beginnings are possible. A faculty study group can
begin a dialogue on writing across the curriculum and can develop specific
plans that are congenial to its own context. For example, an informal study
group can examine WAC literature to find analogies to its campus needs.
Such information can be used to argue for committee status, the implementation, or the continuation of a program. As Elaine Maimon suggests on
a PBS/RMC resource video, "How to Start" (available through PBS), a
WAC program almost always begins with a few faculty members starting
to talk about writing across the curriculum. She argues that this "bottomup" approach is a better way to start than a "top-down," or administrationdirected approach. Perhaps the most important requirement is a room and
interested people, both readily available in the context of all schools.
2. Departmental structure: Try to exploit the structure of your school
by introducing WAC at the departmental level. Under the RMC mentor
system, a new participant is free to choose any member ofher department who
has been through the program to help her complete the series of videos and
workbook (created in-house for the Robert Morris context). Such relationships in the various disciplines can make use of the school structure to help
departmental faculty work together, using WAC-related tools to solve
disciplinary problems. This kind of work helps improve teaching of
discipline-specific material and increases collegiality. Several faculty
participants at RMC have mentioned an increased awareness of and a pride
in the work colleagues are doing.
While a formal mentor approach might not be appropriate to some
campuses, informal exchanges with members of one's department can be
most helpful in broadening the understanding and practice of writing
across the curriculum. Departmental subcommittees also offer opportunities for this kind of interchange. Discussions about discipline-oriented
problems, pedagogies, and writing assignments can solve problems and
help break down the isolation that sometimes accompanies teaching.
Ideally, WAC advocates should try to achieve departmental status for
programs. Russell and others have pointed out that departmental structure
is perhaps the most powerful organizing principle of the modem university, a division that often works against writing across the curriculum. The
Robert Morris experience shows that sustainability for WAC lies in joining
rather than fighting this context. Writing Across the Business Disciplines
is a department at RMC, with its own modest budget. The Director reports
to the Vice-President for Academic Affairs. Such status gives programs
some permanence and financial consideration at budget times. Also,
directors may become privy to administrative meetings, which can make
40

them aware of specific departmental concerns that should be considered
when planning WAC activities.
Departmental status may be difficult to achieve in some contexts.
Certainly, creating a department at a large university may be nearly
impossible. Building on the work of Ed White mentioned above, Rebecca
Moore Howard has presented in WPA a theoretical approach and a
practical plan for achieving departmental status for a writing program.
From her successful experience at Colgate, Moore offers several proven
instruments, as well as methods of converting the "institution-changing
power" writing programs often have to "institution~llysanctio~ed power."
If establishing departmental status proves futile, alternatIves remam.
Since occasional access to key administrators has been the most valuable
part of WABO's departmental status, getting on the right agend~s could
prove a good substitute. Requests to present WAC-related matenal to the
academic administration, another department, or one's own department
might be welcomed. Such presentations broaden and deepen understanding of WAC at all levels and help to make the school's departmental
structure an ally rather than an enemy.
3. Faculty rcward: Try to get some kind of reward for faculty
participation. One of the reasons our program succeeded is tha tit became
attached to the reward structure of the College. Originally, stipends were
paid to W ABD participants. In an interview with the RMC Presiden.t,.I
found that, although he was very willing to continue stlpends for partInpation, he was unwilling to pay stipends and consider such participation
grounds for merit pay under the new RMC-AFT faculty labor.a.gre~ment.
In mv next budget, I suggested all stipends for WABD partIcIpation be
disc~ntinued. Al % raise in a facultv member's base pay amounts to much
more in two years than the average '$300 stipend being paid just before the
change. As well as helping weave WAC into the fabric of the institution,
a merit reward system also helps ensure commitment of faculty tocomplete
the program, especially since merit pay decisions arc more dearly attached
to firm deadlines (in our case, the submission in early April of the
Professional Development Report, which is the basis for merit consideration).
The present tight budget circumstances might make merit rewa~d
now seem meaningless. Nonetheless, indications are that such systems wllI
become increasingly common. For political, economic, educational, and
social reasons, evaluation and accountability are more and more popular
notions in private and public institutions. Writing across the curriculum,
with its emphases on improved learning, literacy, and teaching, is especial1y well positioned to help schDols and individual faculty succeed in
...uch evaluations.
4 1
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Even when budgets are tight, however, possibilities exist to reward
participation. Writing program administrators or department heads can
sometimes find money in their budgets for full or partial funding to
conferences. Many department chairs and WPAs can provide lunches for
faculty, I know one adjunct faculty member at a small school who asks
writing program committee members to her home for coffee and cake. My
colleague maintains attendance is higher when she provides even this
modest consideration. Some reward, no matter how small, is better than
none.
When advocating programs and attempting to attach them to the
bureaucracy of the school, WAC advocates should consider their chief tool
to be the request. Don't be afraid to ask. Ed White saved WAC on his
campus by asking one dean to take responsibility for the program when
another was abandoning it. My predecessor as Director succeeded in
establishing the membership for the WABD Advisory Committee by
asking people to participate. This year, the President of the College, who
teaches one course a year, is a new participant in our program, redesigning
a course with a mentor. 1invited him to participate, and he agreed. Robert
Morris is a small school where accessibili ty to decision-making administrators is possible. Nonetheless, asking seems a fundamental heuristic in any
context.

Evaluation of WAC Programs
Evaluation is another way of using context to keep WAC programs going.
Such evaluation is the best way to justify budgetary outlays for WAC
programs. The first Director of W ABD and the outside ad visor began an
elaborate multi-measured evaluation process while they were still under
the budget for the first grant from the Buhl Foundation. The funding agency
was impressed by the plan and awarded WABO ,1 supplementary grant to
carry it out. Consisting of inside and outside evaluation of teachers' and
studcnb,' attitudes and' practices and of the program as a whole, the final
evaluation was extensive and convincing enough to get additional commitments from the RMC administration to continue the program for another
four years (up to and including this year).
Although not every school is fortunate enough to have a grant to
conduct such an elaborate proce:,.:,., po~sibilities to implement evaluation
exist within the context of any college or univer~ity. Each faculty participant in WABD has been responsible for evaluation plans for her Ol'\'n
targeted course. By clearly establishing the goals of their courses, teachers
knllw what to evaluate. The plans can be as rich and varied as the faculty

itself, If faculty need help, specialists in quantitative or qualitative evaluation can be found on anv campus. Similarly, writing directors can take
advantage of on-campus ~xperts for program evaluations. More extensive
evaluation by outside sources can be achieved through consultants: Robe~t
Morris continues to be helped in its evaluation by experts at Carnegle
Mellon Universitv. WABD was also evaluated bv an on-site team from the
Writing Program' Administrators, \vhich offers ~uch a service at a reasonable cost.

Communication
Good communication helps attach WAC to the college or university by
increasing the sense of participation and ownership of the program. Such
communication possibilities abound in the contexts of our institutional
environments. Printed or copied announcements of upcoming faculty
seminars have proven to be less powerful at Robert Morris than individuallv directed memos. At a bigger schooL though, announcements could
w(~rk well to gain interest among a larger audience of full-time and adj~nct
faculty, as well as graduate and even undergraduate students. Comml ttce
reports on seminar, commi ttee, or study group actions and plans remforce
the local program's message, help recruit interested faculty, and let the
school communitv knmv that WAC is their program. Many schools and
even department~ publish newsletters covering the activities of meetings.
Where no such publication exists, minutes can often be posted on dep~rt
mental and school bulletin boards along with notification of group mectmg
times and places,
Even the most obvious tools of communication are sometimes overlooked. I started with personal meetings, telephone calls, the committee
newsletter, and letters to new faculty. Less obvious but equally effective
have been my more recent useof thank-you notes for faculty presentations,
voice mail reminders of upcoming meetings (the technology makes It easy
to target just participants or blanket the whole faculty), and follow-up
memos after faculty seminars or conferences. I believe that all of the above
methods have helped our program. Other possibilities that exist in the
context of most schools are computer mail and mailed announcements of
meetings to key personnel, including administrators and members of the
board of trustees.
Where communication has been clear and open, the RMC program
has flourished; where communication has been weak, W ABO experienced
difficultv, The original Director achieved much initial success for the
progra~ through early and full disclosure of information. Memos and
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curriculum programs and their own places in the histories of those
programs.
This analysis is not intended to be exhausti ve. Our literature presents
other ways to understand and use individual contexts. Elizabeth Rankin,
for example, suggests and details a systematic "local action research"
approach to understanding context as the basis for bringing about change.
Here, I have told the Robert Morris College story, a narratio intimately
connected to its own context. The story argues that you come up with you
own ideas to help start and sustain programs by better attaching them to
their own contexts. I believe it is the only way we can make these programs
survive.

letters show that in the first stages of the planning, key members of the
administration knew step-by-step how the grant proposal was progressing
and were sometimes asked to participate in its preparation. The advantages for and responsibilities of faculty who wished to participate in W ABO
were thoroughly advertised well before the program began, The President
of the RMC faculty union was thoroughly informed of the plans for the
program. He attributes the lack of any labor trouble to the good communication between the program and the union leadership.
Although I have talked about faculty reward under a separate
heading, such reward can also be considered communication because it
sends a powerful, indirect communication to faculty defining how the
administration values participation in WAC programs. Carefully thoughtout communications and reward systems can create an inviting context to
attract faculty.

Ways to Connect WAC Programs to their Context:
A. Attach WAC Programs to the Bureaucracy of the School:
1. Start a committee or study group
2. Lobby for departmental status
3. Use the school reward system
B. Evaluate the Program
C. Use the School Communication Possibilities
D. Keep Records and Histories

Record-Keeping and History
Finally, keep records and histories. Accurate record-keeping provides the
documentation necessary to construct histories that mav be crucial to the
continuation of programs. Beginning with the earli~st plans for your
program, save everything, in duplicate. Memos, letters, thank-you notes,
announcements, proposals, and other documentation of the program can
tell you or others what happened at a certain time and can be the basis of
a history of the program. That history should be written as a coherent
narrative that pulls all that information together to build a framework
within which the particulars of your program make sense. Histories
explain how programs interacted with their contexts, especially for future
administrators and teachers. For example, they can remind future administrators of the theoretical basis of the program and show what practices
have worked and those that have not worked in the past.
Histories can also remind administrators of their commitments. In
the large bureaucracies of colleges and universitie~, where decisionmaking is limited to a few, often only that few know what happened to
programs that were begun with great enthusiasm. It becomes easy to
explain a program's demise by saying that it did what it was supposed to
do, or that the program outlived its usefulness, or that it was just discontinued. As I started my study, a colleague from the history department
pointed out that without history there is only myth. Histories are an
antidote to such institutional amnesia and myth-making. With this knowledge and a growing tradition of keeping records and histories, administrators may become more responsive and accountable to writing-across-the-
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Note
1. The 1992 RMC/PBS WAC Videoconference, "Writing Across the Curriculum:
Making it Work," won the Teleconference Magazine TeleCon XII award for "Best
Distance Learning," RMC and PBS, which have since collaborated on a third
videoconference in 1993 that reached more than 100 university and college
downlink sites, are presently engaged in preparation for the fourth, "How Schools
and Colleges-and CommunHies-Collaborate to Improve Learning." RMC has
also developed two series of resource videos available through PBS on developing
WAC programs and writing in the disciplines.
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A Survey of College and University
Writing Placement Practices!
Brian Huot
,
.<

Any realistic view of writing placement practices must recognize the great
strides made since the early 1970s. Twenty-five years ago, almost aU
assessment outside the classroom involved no writing at all. Before the
1970s, most writing assessment consisted of multiple-choice tests of grammar and usage, called "indirect writing assessment." An indirect writing
assessment docs not involve actual student writing and, therefore, only
indirectly measures a student's ability to write. Indirect measures were
used because direct writing evaluation procedures, in which actual student
writing was read and assessed, could not ensure consistency in scoring by
independent raters, termed "interrater reliability." To be widely accepted,
procedures for evalua ting studen t writing have necessarily had to focus on
achieving ra ter agreement or reJiability (Huot). Thi s emphasis on retiability
has generated some criticism (Broad; Faigley, Cherry, Jolliffe, and Skinner;
Elbow; Cere; Odell and Cooper). Despite imperfections in the direct
assessment of student writing, we have made tremendous strides in a
relatively short period of time. In the less than thirty years since Godshalk,
Swineford, and Coffman scored student writing at acceptable levels of
reliability, we have seen the devclopmentofholistic,analytic, primary trait,
and more recently portfolios for a range of assessment purposes.
While assessment procedures have undergone a series of rapid and
progressive changes, the last twenty-five years have also seen an increased
need for placement as schools opened their doors to a less traditional
student population. This diverse population required more than just a
single composition course or sequence; therefore, some method of placing
these students into the various composition courses was needed. While it
is generally known that many schools use some measure to place students
in writing classes. I wished to discover how prevalent placement testing
was and what forms it took at various institutions.
This article reports on an investigation into the types of writing
placement that institutions are w.,ing, in addition to the kinds of writing
courses they offer. I hope this work can provide the beginning of a much
needed conversation on writing placement procedures. Before researchers, teachers, or administrators can draw any conclusions about the best
way to place students, we need to know how institutions go about writing
WPA: Writing Program Administration Vol. 17, No.3, Spring, 1994
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plilcement ilnd wha Ikinds of resul ts are achil'vcd by their chosen methods.
The results of Ihis survey' on writing placement will be an important
resource for those institutions looking to change their pre"ent procedures,
initiilte new programs, or justify those already in place. Furthermore, it is
imperative that we research our methods for \vriting placement and
assessment if we wish to protect the gains we have made during the last two
decades.

Demographics
According to the 199] Digest of Ed ucation Statistics, the response sample
is fairly representative of the make-up of colleges and universities across
the country. Table 1 shows a comparison of the response sample WIth the
overall population of colleges and universities.
.
Some of the main differences appear in the percentage of public and
private schools and in the representation of schools with smaUer student
populations. It appears that pri\·ilte schools and those WIth smaller
numbers of students are not fully represented in the response sample;
however, difft'n'nces between the'response sample and the overall population might represent the inCTt'<lsed use of placement testing in lilrger and
public institutions.

The Survey
All t\-\'o- and four-year colleges and uni versities on the MLA list of English
Chairpersons were mailed a cover letter (Appendix A), a questionnaire
(Appendix B), and a business reply envelope. Chairs were asked to fill out
the one-page questionnaire or to forward it to someone knowledgeable
enough to respond. The almost 2700 letters and surveys were mailed in
September 1991, and 40'\, of the surveys "Tre returned during the Fall and
Spring Semesters of that school year. Survt'y results v,,'ere entered in a
computt'r-generated database program. Respondents' answers were tabulated, indt'xt'd, ilnd cross-referenced according to the main categories of the
questionnaire. In reporting the results of the survey, 1will follow the format
of the questionnaire, beginning with the demogrilphic information. rhe
figure" in tIlt' tables are listed as percentages to provide easy comparisons
betwecn schools, methods, procedures, and levels of ~atisfactJon. The
actual number of responses to each question is provided in Appendix C.
The first four tables "how the results of the survey according to school size.

Method of Placement
Because of the strong rebtionship between the context of illl individual
college and university and its plClcemcnt program, it is. important to
ascertain whether schools of different sizes offer substantwlly dlffert'nt
composition curricula or employ different methods of placement. fable 2
offers a breZlkdown of the three most widely used placement methods
according to institution si/.e. A complete displily of methods appears in
Table 5. One of the most interesting observations available from Table 2 IS
that school size does not appear to determine the method for placing
students.
Table 2: School Size and Method of Placement

Table 1. Demographics
Enrollment
Under l,()()O
l,OOO-5,(J()()
5,OOO-lO,OU()
10,000-20,000

(h·er 20,000
institution Typt'
Private
Public

50

Enrollment
Survey

21 ""
40(~,

18",;,

National Population
38",,,
40'/0
12°;,

12(~0

7°.0

9(~()

3(~"

4()'jo

56(;0
44%

60";,

..

Und er l,(JO()
1,000-5,000
5,000-10,000
10,000-20,000
Over 20,000

Writing Sample SAT or ACT Writing Samplt'
and SAT or ACT
52"!',

47""

46%
40"0

58(~o

43'10

57 j/l)

53%
45"(J

C

54""

25'~o

22'\10
23°"
12°"
26'1<,

5" I
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Although direct writing assessment is often criticized for being labor
intensive, especially with large numbers of students, there docsn't appear
to be a clear distinction betwccn schools that enroll and must place large or
small student populations. This uniformity among schools also dispels any
notion that smaller institutions hold a lesser commitment to adequate
placement procedures.

appears to be some relationship between honors courses and providing an
exemption option for students who take placement exams. For example,
the two smallest school categories in the survey report the lowest number
of honors courses and exemption options for students, while the two largest
school categories report the highest percentages. These kinds of differences
could reflect variation in student populations, or in the philosophy of the
institution, or perhaps the limitations of schools with fewer resources.

Composition Curriculum and Options
Satisfaction
To fully understand the value of placement procedures, we must know into
what courses students are being placed. This connection between placement and curriculum is important if assessment techniques are to be
sensi ti ve to the needs of shldcn ts and teachers at particular insbtu hans. As
apparent in Table 3, therc appears to be considerable uniformity between
the schools.
Table 3: School Sizc and Curriculum
Enrollment
Under 1,000
1,000-5,000
5,000-10,000
10,000-20,000
Over 20,000

Enrollment
Under 1,000
1,000-5,000
5,OOO-10,DOn
10,000-20,000
Over 20,000

Table 4: School Size and Satisfaction

Basic Writing

Composition I

Honors

81%
77'\"
87'\'"
87'\{,
77'/'0

91 '~o
87%
92%

21%
30%
43%
62'1,.
52%

Composition II

Exemption

62
59%
72%
71 0ft,
67%

26%

No Composition
2'X,

94%
92~1)

21 '\"

5''l'o

35'}"

2°//0

50%
40%

1%

5'Y"

This uniformity indica tc~ an interest and commitment throughou t the
schools in the survey to offer a range of composition COurses to students of
varying ability. Of course, this commitment to multiple levels of composition instruction necessitates a similar commitment to placement procedures.
One of the biggest differences between schools of various sizes
evident in Table 3 comes in the percentage of honors courses being offered.
The low number for small schools might reflect the difficulty of providing
a wide range of composition curricula with very limited rc~ource!'>. There
52

Like the other categories, the most striking feature of the satisfaction
category is the basic uniformity between schools of very different sizes,
especially in the first two categories of very satisfied and satisfied with
reservations. In looking at Table 4, however, we do note that larger schools
seem to be dissatisfied at a greater rate than other schools in the survey.

Enrollment

Under 1,000
1,000-5,000
5,000-10,000
10,000-20,000
Over 20,000

Very Satisfied

Satisfied
With
Reservations

Not
Satisfied

30%
31%
34%
33°1<,
26%

60%
57%

6'\"0
9%
8%
14%
14%

56%
53%
55%

Method of Placement
One of the main goals of this survey was to ascertain what methods
institutions use to place students into the various course options for firstyear composition. Probably the most interesting finding in placement
method has to do with the use of writing samples. As depicted in Table 5,
nearly 51 % of the respondents report using a writing sample as at least part
of their placement method.
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Table 5: Method of Placement
Method
Rate
Writing Sample
ACT or SAT
High School Crades
Test of Standard Written English
Writing Sample and ACT or SAT
Other
No Procedures

of Response

51 '~()
42'\,
12'\{,
20'~';,

23°"
26%
3.5%

It is difficult to know how \-'\'e should interpret the finding that half of
the respondents u"e a >vriting sample to place students into composition
courses. My initial reaction was one of surprise and dismay to learn that
almost half of the respondents report using some indirect method for
placing students in writing courses. I should also add that this number is
probably conservative for the pOpulMion as a whole. Quite possibly those
institutions that spent time and effort in developing a writing sample for
placement might be more apt to participate in a survey about writing
placement than those schools that continue to use indirect \-\Iriting evaluMion for placement.
On the other hand, the use of a vaiting sample by over 50~o of the
respondents could be considered a positive finding. If we remember that
direct assessment of student writing h,1s been in use for less than 20 years
and thM it requires additional funding, cooperation, and support on
administrative and departmental levels, 50'}() might even be a number to
celebrate. [t just might be that 50% reflects a heroic effort by faculty and
administrators to place studenb into composition courses according to the
best possible method, given the resources of individual institutions.
The second most popular method for placement uses SAT and ACT
scores, even though these tests were not designed to measure writing
ability, Their use reflects the prevalence and importance of these two tests
in post-secondary admission practices. Institutiont- may have less confidence in locally-prod uced measures, such as high school grades, than they
have in instruments that draw upon a large population of high school
seniors. furthermore, the frequent use of the Test of Standard Written
English (TSWE) illustrates the temptation to equate wri ting ability with the
ability to use standard English correctly. One in five schools report using
TSWE; and, as suggested by responses to the "other" category, there is
reason to believe that tests in grilmmar and mechanics arc even more
widespread.

5-+

Twenty-six percent of the returned surveys indicate using some
"other" method than those listed, and the preponderance of these procedun's involve multiple-choice exams. The ASSET test, a grammar and
mechanics multiple-choice exam marketed especially for placement, is the
most popular "other" method, representing 24% of the "other" category and
6% of all those responding to the survey, Responses in the "other" category
range from standardized measures, such as Asset or Nelson-Denny, to
state-mandated exams such as TASP (Texas Academic Skills Program) or
the New Jersey Basic Skills Test. Schools also report using systemdeveloped or departmentally-developed exams. Only three measuresASSET (6%), AP (2'1,'0) and TASP (1'Yo)-account for a full percentage point
or more of respondents in the survey.
The small number of schools that report no procedures is encouraging, although this number, like that for the use of a writing sample, would
probably be less encouraging if we had a 100",;, return on the surveys. Also,
note that one in four of the responding schools report using the multiple
method of a writing sample and the ACT or SAT test. This ra te for mu ltiple
means for placement indicates the importance thatplacement has for many
of the schools in the survey.
Another way to view placement procedures is to look at individual
courses. Are schools using particular methods to place students into
certain courses? For example, arc students being placed into basic writing
courses largely on the basis of tests of grammar and usage (a practice
condemned by a CCCC Committee on Teaching and its Evaluation in
Composition)? Such a trend would say much about the attitude of schools
and about the curriculum in those schools. To answer these kinds of
questions and allay our fears, Table 6 on the next page furnishes information about which methods are used at institutions offering specific composition courses.
It is encouraging that writing samples are used for placement in all
courses bv over 50% of the institutions reporting. (These percentages total
more tha~ 100 because some schools use more than one measure.) There
does not appear to be too much variation here, although there is some
indication that schools might be using indirect methods like SAT and ACT
to place students into honors or exempt them from composition altogether.
No discernible relationship exists between indirect measures, which focus
on surface correctness, and basic writing classes.
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Table 6: Curriculum and Placement Method
Course
Basic Writing
Composition I
Composition II
Honors
Exempt
Course
Basic Writing
Composition I
Composition II
Honors
Exempt

Writing Sample SAT or ACT

Writing Sample
and SAT or ACT
26%

55%
57%

45%
45%
44%
55%
53%

H. S. Grades

TSWE

SAT or ACT
and TSWE

13%

23%
21'}'o
22%

11%
10%
11%
15%
12%

57%

53'/"0
54%

12%
13%
17%
14%

22%
19%

25%

26%
31%
32%

Procedures and Personnel
Table 7 offers a breakdown of the procedures used by institutions that
report the use of a writing sample. (The percentages total above 100%
because some schools responded to more than one category.)
Table 7: Writing Sample Procedures
Procedure
Two Raters
One Rater
One Sample
Two Samples
4- or 6-Point Scale
Non-Numeric Scale
Rating Criteria by Institution
Full-Time Tenured Raters
Non-Tenured Raters
Part-Time Raters
TA Raters

Rate of Response
77%
29%
54%,
5°/.,
36'X,
19'}'0
46%
94%

41%

Administration
Although the survey asked respondents to note who was in charge of
placement procedures only "if a writing sample is used," over 900 respondents checked the "Administration" category, nearly 400 more than those
indicating writing sample use. The numbers in Table 8 for the status of the
director represent the percentage of responses received for that series of
questions. The percentages reporting whether the director is trained in
composition or has publications on evaluation are based on the number of
responses for writing sample usc, since our interest is in knowing how
faculty who run direct writing assessment programs are prepared to carry
out this job.
Table 8: Administration
Administered By
Full Time Faculty
Part Time Faculty
Teaching Assistant
Composition Faculty
Literature Faculty
Testing Service

Rate of Response
97%
2.5%
.5%
14°1<,
10%
10%

34%

11%

The number of schools that use a writing sample scored by only one
rater is almost 30%. The use of one rater doesn't necessarily invalidate a
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placement decision, but this figure represents a huge gap in knowledge
about conventional direct writing assessment procedures. Another response, which reveals a lack of understanding about placement procedures, shows that only 46% of those using a writing sample employ their
own criteria when scoring essays. This means that over half of the
respondents who use a writing sample employ scoring guidelines that do
not reflect individual institutional or curricular concerns.
In a more positive light, 94°/', of schools that use a writing sample have
at least some full-time, tenured faculty doing the scoring. It is important
to see that scoring placement essays is not something done entirely by TAs
and part-time instructors. As well, this involvement of full-time faculty
indicates the importance given to placing students into the most appropriate composition courses.

It is encouraging to note that most schools that use a writing sample
employ a full-time director; on the other hand, only 14% of those schools
using a writing sample have a director with a terminal degree in composition or publications in writing assessment (answer be on the survey). This
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points out both the dearth of training for those who administer placement
programs and the shortage of composition specialists interested in a"se"sment.

Level of Satisfaction

Discussion

In some ways, the category of sati"faction could be considered the most
important in determining the adequacy of placement programs across the
country. It is heartening to see that most of the responden ts exprl's" at least
a partia I sense ofsatisfaction. As Table 9 displav", almost one-third are verv
satisfied with their programs, while only 100(~ are dissatisfied.
"
Table 9: Satisfaction
Level
Very Satisfied
Satisfied With Reservations
Not Satisfied

Rate of Response
32'J"
58'/"
10°,,,

To get some idea of where thi" satisfaction and dissatisfaction might
come from, Table 10 provides a bre<lkdown of the level of "atisfaction
according to the methods th<lt institutions u"e.
Table 10: Satisfaction and Placement Method
Method
Writing Sample
SAT or ACT
H. S. Crades
TSWE
Writing Sample
and SAT or ACT
Writing Sample
and H. S. Grades
Writing Sample
and TSWE
SAT or ACT
and TSWF

Very
Satisfied
35'/'0

Satisfied
With Reservations

Not
Satisfied

5R%
60%

5°·"
10"e

60"1"
61%

7"0

30"1"
35°"

61 'Y<,

4"", 0

35'\,

59''."

2%

35'1..,

60"0

....

31%

5lj%

2B°/"
29%,

H'~·(j

1'"'0

7" "

These numbers, a Ithough on Iy m oderatel y d ifferent, su pport those of
us who would advocate the use of;) writing sample to place "tudents in
58

fir"t-year compo"ition courses. The level of satisfaction is hig]wst for those
in"titutions using a writing sample. The biggest differences in satisfaction
occur between those institutions who use SAT or ACT scores and those
employing a writing Sample.

Because this survey represents an initial study of placement procedures,
the information and implications derived from it are tentative and exploratory. [would like to briefly review the different sections of the findings:
Demographics, Curriculum, Procedures ,md Personnel, Administration,
Placement Method, and Level of Satisfaction. I use these brief reviews not
just to recap the findings of the survey but to reflect on what these findings
might indicate about the present and future state of writing assessment for
placement.
No matter what a:"pects of placement we discuss, effectiveness can
only be understood wi thin demographic and institutional boundaries. In
a conventional testing sense, assessmC'nt procedures must accurately
measure for whatever purposes the test is being used. In placement testing,
the is:"ue is whether or not the procedures can correctly predict how well
a student will be suited for a particular course. If placement procedures
accurately place the majority of students in the right courses, then the test
can be s"id to have predictive validity. Beyond this narrow definition, to
assess realistically how well a specific placement program works at a
particular schooL we need to consider a multitude of institutional characteristics, including but not limited to student population, philosophy and
politics within the department, institutional mis:"ion and goals, and other
factors too numerous to mention. In other words, a placement program
that \vorks well must have institutional validity to satisfy and complement
the range of influences that determine successful composition instruction
and administration at a particular institution.
The variety of composition offerings available at the many kinds of
institutions represented in the survey reminds us of the importance of
writing instruction and placement at the col1ege level. Schools that need to
offer their 'itudents several composition options (the resounding majority
of the schools who responded) are also going to have to develop and
maintain some procedure for ensuring their students are placed into the
appropriate courses. Thi~ relationship between curriculum and placement
indicate'i that assessment procedures must be connected locally to curricula, "ince there is no reason to believe that outside programs or experts
can dictate the most appropriate criteria for placement at "pecific schools.
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This important relationship between curriculurn and placement is not
evident in the responses to the area of Placement and Procedures. More
than half of the schools in the survey (54%) employ writing criteria
developed outside of the instituHon w he~ scoring studen t writing samples.
This figure coupled with a 30% rate of using only one rater per paper
produces an odd mixture of relying upon outside rating criteria and
rejecting the conventional standard of employing two raters for each paper.
Perhaps the answer to these inconsistencies in the reported procedures can
be found in the Area of Administration section, where only 14°Ir> of the
respondents reported that their placement program was directed by an
individual with publications in assessment or a terminal degree in rhetoric
and composition.
Effective writing placement requires informed leadership, glvmg
institutions local control of rating criteria while at the same time employing
testing procedures that will survive scrutiny by outside testing and accreditation agencies. A good example of such a program already exists at one
institution, described by William L. Smith, wherein scoring guidelines and
numerical ratings have been abandoned for procedures that depend on the
knowledge of teachers concerning their students and courses. These
procedures, when measured against conventional assessment practices,
have been found more accurate and more cost-efficient. Clearly, these
types of programs can only be developed when institutions have welltrained and qualified individuals in charge of writing placement programs.
The obvious room for improvement in the areas of Procedures and
Personnel and Administration provides some perspective for discussing
the two important areas of Placement Method and Satisfaction. Earlier, I
suggested that a 50% rate for writing sample use might be a positive trend,
considering the extra effort and expense of using a writing sample and the
relatively short period of time the direct assessment of writing has been in
use. Additionally, such a rate of writing sample use is even more
remarkable, considering the need for more expert direction in writing
placement. The level of satisfaction for writing placement procedures
might be viewed in a similar light, considering that the solid majority of
respondents (58°1.,) are satisfied (with reservations), although the level of
dissatisfaction (10''10) for SAT or ACT is double that for those respondents
using a writing sample (5%). This difference in satisfaction is especially
striking because these are the two most popular forms of writing placement. Possibly, the results can be taken to mean thatplacement procedures
are in a state of change in which writing sample use, the most popular single
form of placement, is beginning to be employed instead of more traditional
forms that do not include student writing.
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Summary
We can be encouraged by the firmly established use of writing samples for
placement and by the higher levels of satisfaction for these practices. On
the other hand, there is still much to be gained in advocating an increased
use of writing samples for placement. There is also much we still need to
know about writing evaluation in general and placement in particular. If
we are, indeed, in a state of flux, with the direct assessment of writing
replacing conventional indirec! methods, only further resear~h.into pla,cement will confirm and chart thiS movement. Consequently, It 1S alarrnmg
to note the dearth of research and theory in writing assessment and the lack
of qualified personnel who direct writing placement programs. 2 Clearly,
this research informs us that universities and colleges across the country,
regardless of their size and mission, are providing students with options in
composition. This commitment to a variety of courses demands that we
have a similar commitment and interest in adequate programs for placement.

Notes
1. Research for this survey funded by grants from the National Council of Writing
Program Administrators (WPA) and the College of Arts & Science at the University
of Louisville.
2. For example, a 1992 ERIC search on writing placement yielded 18 entries, most
of which either mentioned that a placement test was admlnlstered or reported on
the development of a particular method for a specific institution.
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Appendix A
September 15, 1991
Dear Chairperson of the English Department,
I'

I

I,

Enclosed with this brief note is a one-page survey concerning your
writing placement procedures. As you arc well aware, placement is an
important concern to those of u s in English departments across the country.
We are interested in how your incoming students are placed into freshmen
composition courses and in the courses offered by your department. We
appreciate your time and effort in completing the survey and would be glad
to provide you with a copy of the results if you ,,0 indicate in the space
provided on the survey. Rest assured that your institutional affiliation will
not be revealed. If you are unable to answer any of the questions, pleasl'
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1. Circle the letters which best describe your institution. (a) Public (b)
Private (c) Grants BA only (d) SA & MA (e) Terminal Degree (f) under
1,000 studenb (g) 1,000-5,000 (h) (5,000-10,000 (i) 10,000-20,000 (j) Over
20,000
2

Circle the letters which best describe the composition options required of incoming students at your institution. (a) Basic Writing for
Underprepared Students (b) Composition I (c) Composition II
(d) Honors Composition (e) Exemption (f) No ComposHion Requirement (g) Other (indicate)

3. Circle the letters which explain how students are placed into various
composition courses. (a) Writing Sample (b) SAT or ACT Verbal Scores
(c) H.5. Grades (d) Test of Standard Written English (e) Other (indicate)
(f) A Combination (indicate) (g) No procedures
4. If a writing sample is used, please circle the letters which best
describe the procedures you use for judging student writing.
(a) Holistic Scoring (b) Analytic Scoring (# of traits) (c) Primary Trait (#
of traits) (d) Other (indicate) (e) Two raters score each essay (f) One rater
(g) One sample (h) Two samples (i) 4 point scale (j) 6 point scale
(k) Nonnumeric scale (1) rating criteria developed by institution
(m) Outside rating criteria used (indicate)
5. If a writing sample is used, please circle the letters which best
describe the raters who score student writing. (a) Full-time tenuretrack who teach composition (b) TA's (c) Full-time non-tenure-track
who teach composition (d) Part-Timers (e) Others who rate essays
(indicate) (f) All raters teach composition (g) Raters input on scori~g
criteria
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6. If a writing sample is used, please circle the letters which best
describe the person in charge of placement. (a) Full-time tenure-track
who teaches composition (b) T A (c) Full-time non-tenure-track who
teaches composition (d) Part-Timer (e) Terminal Degree in rhetoric and
composition or publications on evaluation (f) Tenure-track literature
faculty (g) Testing Service (h) other

7. How satisfied are you and your institution with current placement
procedures? (a) Very satisfied (b) satisfied with reservations (c) not
satisfied
8. How are your placement practices reviewed? (a) Second writing
sample done in class (b) Survey of teacher satisfaction (c) Combination
(d) Other
9. Please provide me with any comments I might need to understand the
state of writing placement at your institution. (use back of sheet)
Furnish your name and address if you wish a copy of the results.

AppendixC
Responses to Questionnaire
2,695 Surveys Sent 1,099 Returned

Demographics
621 Public Instihttions
416 Private Instihttions
Enrollment under 1,000
1,000 to 5,000 Enrollment
5,000 to 10,000 Enrollment
10,000 to 20,000 Enrollment
Over 20,000 Enrollment
Curriculum
Basic Writing
Composition I
Composition 11
Honors Composition
Exemption Option
No Composition Courses

Placement Method
Writing Sample
SAT or Act Scores
High School Grades
Test of Standard Written English
(TSWE)
No Procedures
Writing Sample and SAT or Act Scores
Procedures and Personnel
Two Raters
One Rater
One Sample
Two Samples
Four- or Six-Point Grading Scale
Non-numeric Grading Scale
Grading Criteria by Institution
Full-Time Tenured Raters
TA Raters
Non-Tenured Raters
Part-Time Raters
Administration
Full-Time Tenured Director
TA Director
Non-Tenured Full-Time Director
Part-Time Director
Composition Faculty Director
Literature Faculty Director
Testing Service

558
466
134
223

51%
42%
12l Yo
20%

45
258

3.5%

434

77%*
29°,{,
54°;',

164
304
27
203
108
256
527
61
223
188

490
5
223

19
79
54
58

23%

5%

36";;,
19%
46%
94%
11%
41%
34%

53%**
.5%
24%
2%

14°;;,
10%
10%

210
398
174
120
88

21%
40"/"
18%
12"1<,
9%

875
975

80%
89%

* Percentages based upon number of respondents reporting writing
sample use.

696

63%
36%
29%

** Percentages based upon number of respondents to Administration
Category.

395
318
39

Level of Satisfaction
Very Satisfied
Satisfied With Reservations
Not Satisfied

338

32%

614
108

58%
10%

3.5%
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The Latest in Composition
EVALUATING TEACHERS OF WRITING
Christine A. Hult, editor
This timely book explores issues many university writing faculty and
their departments are now debating: What is an appropriate way to
evaluate writing teachers? Who should conduct the evaluations? What is
evaluation, anyway? Contributors describe the various forms evaluation
can take, and then discuss the inability of a single form to accurately
describe the work done in diverse, distinct types of writing classrooms.
1994. ISBN 0-8141-1621-3.
No. 16213-4006 $19.95 ($14.95)

WRITING TEACHERS WRITING SOFTWARE
Creating Our Place in the Electronic Age
Paul LeBlanc
This critical history [)( and commentary on the development of writing
software, the first of its kind, offers insight into how computers inform
the teaching of writing and how teachers of writing infonn the process
of software development. A reflective and personable narrative, the book
contains individual accounts from several prominent writing teachers/software developers. 189 pp. 1993. NCTE/Computers and Composition. ISBN 0-8141-5911-7.
No. 59117-4006 $24.95 ($19.95)

SCENARIOS FOR TEACHING WRITING
Contexts for Discussion and Reflective Practice
Chris M. Anson, Joan Graham, David A. Jo]Jiffe,
Nancy S. Shapiro, and Carolyn H. Smith

Scenarios for Teaching Writing otTers teaching assistants, new faculty
members, and adjunct instructors "real-world" scenarios about the many
facets of teaching introductory college composition. Experienced writing
program administrators from throughout the country provide situations,
sample syllabi, assignments. and journal entries from their own classrooms, highlighting those that present engaging theoretical and practical
topics for discussion. 195 pp. 1993. NCTE in cooperation with the Alliance
for Undergraduate Education. ISBN 0-8141-4255-9.
No.42559-4oo6 $16.95 ($12.95)

~w~w~~~w~~~~

from NCTE
DYNAMICS OF THE WRITING CONFERENCE
Social and Cognitive Interactions
Thomas Flynn and Mary King, editors
The essays in this collection explore how writing conferences that depart
from traditional teacher-student relationships can foster more effective
writing strategies. Contributors describe writing conferences in which
students adopt the role of novice writers seeking advice from teacher-"experts." 131 pp. 1993. ISBN 0-8141-1281-1.
No. 12811-4006 $16.95 ($12.95)

WRITING CENTERS I:'IJ CONTEXT
Twelve Case Studies
Joyce A. Kinkead and Jeanette G. Harris, editors
The former editors of Writing Center Journal otTer twelve case studies of
college and university wri ting centers, examining the di versity of wri ting
center philosophies. clientele, approaches to learning, and institutional
contexts. Includes a comprehensive bibliography on writing-center scholarship. 276 pp. 1993. ISBN 0-8141-5868-4.
No. 58684-4006 $24.95 ($17.95)

A KIND OF PASSPORT
A Basic Writing Adjunct Program
and the Challenge of Student Diversify
Anne DiPardo
This case study follows the course instructor, two peer teachers, and four
students of color in a freshman-level writing program at a predominantly
white university. DiPardo uses ethnographic methods to reveal the competing tensions that influence each of the people in this study, gradually
building a complex picture of teaching and learning in the nested contexts
of culture, university, individual lives, and the classroom. 202 pp. 1993.
ISBN 0-8141-2548-4.
No. 25484-4006 $16.95 ($12.95)

To order these and other NCTE publications, or to inquire about
membership, call 800-369-6283 or fax 217·328-9645.
~ ~ ~ National CounCil of Teacher. of English
\ III W. Kenyon Road, Urbana, III innis 61 RO 1-1 09[,
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In her preface to this collection of essays, Elaine Maimon describes herself
as "wishing that somehow this book had existed in 1974 when many ?~ us
were first embarking on the collegial enterprise now known as wntmg
across the curriculum" (ix), This book is, as her wish suggests, an
indispensable tool for n~w y-!AC dire:tors/cre~tors; however, t~e c.ollection delivers more than Its tItle promIses, provldmg not only a gmde to
developing programs" but also a wealth of information and some important reminders for seasoned WAC directors.
Susan McLeod and Margot Soven have done more here than merely
edit and package a series of fine pieces by experienced WAC administrators. They have created a collection that includes a coh~ren~ p~'uI?sophy of
WAC, one based on respect for the expertise of faculty 10 dlsClplmes other
than English. Throughout the collection, writers spea~ across their essay
boundaries, pointing out how other works in the collectlOn connect With or
support the assumptions and practices of their own programs: Barbara
Walvoord's excellent essay, "Getting Started" (arguably the most Important
piece in the collection, certainly the most often cited by the editors ~nd ot~er
writers), describes a conversation-based philosophy of WAC WIth which
many other writers in the collection clearly ~gre~:, A~e~tin~ he~ read~rs>tl~
the problems of imagining that WAC provIdes trammg for ~ntram(;d"
faculty" or that WAC seeks to convert "heathen [faculty 1to the RIght Way
(15), Walvoord introduces and describes in detail methods for holding an
ongoing dialogue with faculty across campus about "language use in the
classroom" (30).
Walvoord's interest in and insistence on developing WAC through
dialogue is echoed by most of the writers in this collection. One essay
especially noteworthy in this regard is Peshe C. Kuril,off'~, fine ,piece, "The
Writing Consultant: Collaboration and Team TeachI~g.. ThiS essay revolves around a convincing examination of the pnnclples that made
interactions between a WAC director and a professor of Engineering
successful. Kuriloff includes a set of questions to help WAC administrator"
engage in productive conversations with faculty in other disciplines,

questions such as "What kind of learning environment should we foster?"
and "How is new knowledge created [in this discipline]?"
In addition to examining conversation as a foundation for WAC, this
collection brims over with practical help on a wide range of problems
confronting any WAC administrator. Joyce Neff Magnotto and Barbara
Stout's "Faculty Workshops" provides sample agendas for one-day and
five-day workshops. The writers address critical issues, such as funding,
scheduling and publicity, matters that many new WAC directors find
completeIy foreign. Walvoord' sessa y, mentioned above, supplements this
information with an initial sequence (complete with chart) of appropriate
meetings and planning activities for beginning a WAC program, as well as
suggestions for locating resources in the form of grants and collaboration
with other schools. Even more suggestions for "Starting a WAC Program"
appear in Karen Wiley Sandler's piece, subtitled "Strategies for Administrators." Vice President and Dean of Academic Affairs at Juniata College
in Huntington, Pennsylvania, Sandler adds an unusual perspective to this
WAC collection, permitting the reader to view an initial WAC workshop
and the development of a WAC program from a college administrator's
point of view. Her comprehensive list of advice to other pro-WAC
administrators will be helpful to WAC directors who want to sensitize their
campus adminisiration to WAC's dual needs for support and autonomy,
Much of Writing Across the Curriculum: A Guide to Developing Programs
concerns itself with presenting a variety of program models. This makes
the collection a good companion piece to Toby Fulwiler and Art Young's
Programs That Work: Models and Methods of Writing Across the Curriculum
(Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Boynton/Cook Heinemann, 1990), While
the latter collection permits WAC directors to acquaint themselves with a
range of possible WAC models, McLeod and Soven's Guide stresses the
genesis of several models and underscores the need for organic WAC
programs that develop in interaction with particular campus environments. Althoughl would hesitate to call the Guide more basic than Programs
That Work, r would say that the writers of the Guide assume a readership of
new WAC directors, thus creating an intensive focus on the why and how
of programs rather than on the what.
For example, Christopher Thaiss's look at "WAC and General Education Courses" begins with an investigation of the student populations in GE
courses. Thaiss shows how effective writing assignments in such courses
must be created with students' assumptions and needs in mind. Tori
Haring-Smith's discussion of the Brown University "Writing Fellows"
program that employs students as WAC consultants begins with a narrative of her situation at Brown. Her essay demonstrates how the use of
students as writing consultants helped to alter the Widespread belief
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Review of Writing Across the Curriculum: A Guide to Developing Programs,
Eds. McLeod and Soven
Reviewed by Thia Wolf, California State University,
Chico
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among faculty at Brown that writing should be taught only by English
Teachers. Thaiss and Haring-Smith, like other writers in the Guidc, provide
lists of objectives and questions, information about how they monitor and
coordinate their programs, and advice about problems that are sure to arise
(such as the overuse of onc kind of wri bng assignment in all GE courses or
the inevitable difficulties of student burnout in an intensive, cross-disciplinary tutoring program).
Other essays in the collection discuss the connection between WAC
and Freshman English (Linda Peterson), provide an extensive set of options
for creating "Writing Components, Writing Adjuncts, Writing Links" (Joan
Graham), and consider ways of making disdpline-based, writing-in tensive
courses "tools for change" (Christine Farris and Raymond Smith). Each
piece stresses the need for faculty dialogues about and faculty ownership
of WAC courses.
Muriel Harris's "The Writing Center and Tutoring in WAC Programs"
deserves special mention for a thorough discussion not only of the Writing
Center-W AC connection but also for helpful advice on beginning a Writing
Center. Harris's essay assumes that the reader maybe starting from ground
zero at his or her campus, wi th no writing support programs in place. Her
humane, helpful piece reminds us that WAC cannot afford to miss the
student's need for the "collaborative efforts of readers and coaches" in its
quest for better writing pedagogy across the curriculum.
As editors, McLeod and Soven have contributed this collection's
introductory and concluding chapters, respectively. McLeod's introduction gives an overview of the book and highlights its major premise: "A
WAC program needs strong administrative support, but it also has to be
a bottom-up phenomenon" that relies on only a few faculty at the outset (6).
Soven's conclusion advises new WAC administrators of some difficulties
inherent in maintaining a program, including the challenge of "sustain[ing]
faculty enthusiasm" (193) and the need to come to terms with all we still
don't know about how writing abilities develop. She ends by returning to
Walvoord's assertion that "w AC helps people grow. We could have WAC
workshops for faculty on every campus every year until the end of the
world"(196).
Wri ti ng Across t lIe Curriculllnl: A Guide to Developing Programs incIud es
an appendix of recommended reading for new WAC administrators. This,
coupled with the bibliographies accompanying each essay, provides the
reader with a comprehensive list of important WAC reading. For those
who have administered WAC programs for some time, this collection
includes several pieces to refresh old news and more familiar pieces to
remind us that the challenges WAC programs face often create the best
possibilities for program innovation and educational reform.
70
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WPA on Campus
Editor's Note: In an effort to foster and support development of regional
groups of WPAs, the Executive Committee adopted the following guidelines. If you have questions, please contact Richard Bullock, Chair of the
WPA Membership and Affiliate Committee (513-873-2220).

Council of Writing Program Administrators
Guidelines for Affiliate Organizations
The goal of the National Council of Writing Program Administrators is to
provide opportunities to focus on matters attendant to the administration
of college and university writing programs. Its membership includes
directors of writing programs, teachers of writing, researchers in rhetoric
and composition, editors, and other parties interested in teaching, service,
and scholarship in the field of rhetoric and composition. To provide
opportunities for members to participate in advancing WPA's goals, the
National Council encourages the formation of regional affiliates. The
following guidelines govern the formation and operation of affiliates of
WPA.
1. Proposed affiliates must demonstrate a commitment to the fonnation

and sustenance of the affiliate. In other words, proposed affiliates should
have membership that represents various schools and types of schools in
several parts of the region or state; core founding groups should have at
least five members, each of whom has agreed to take on a specific role
within the new organization (e.g., secretary, treasurer, convener or chair,
membership coordinator).
2. All affiliate members will hold dues-paid membership in the national
Council of Writing Program Administrators. Corollary to #1, affiliates
must demonstrate commitment to the national organization.
3. Proposed affiliates must present a dear plan for the organization. The
plan must not conflict with the WPA Constitution. The plan should
include a schedule of meetings, dates of mailings and solicitations, and a
clea r statemen t of the organization's ra tionaIe and goaIs. Wha t benefits can
the affiliate offer to the region's WPAs that are not presently being offered?
What needs are not being met?
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4. Proposed affiliates must present budgets covering antidpated income
and expenses for the first two years of operation: anticipated revenue
from dues, grants from participating schools, regional conference fees,
other sources; anticipated expenses from mailings, solicitations, travel
expenses, guest speakers, etc.
S. All affiliates must submit to the National Council's Executive Board
a report by March 1 of each year that includes the following information:
• Number of members, with analysis of membership patterns by type
of institution, regional distribution, etc.
• Budgets, for current and next year.
• Activities carried out during the previous year, including meetings,
mailings, reports, research, actions, elections, etc.
• Plans for the coming year.
• Descriptive report on the overall health and vigor of the affiliate.
6. New affiliates may request start-up grants from the national organization. Start-up grants will be limited to a maximum of $500 and may be
used for membership solicitation (mailing lists, brochures, trips to conferences and meetings within the state or region, etc.); communication
(printing ofletterhead and newsletters, postage, telephone charges); costs
associated with a regional meeting or conference (to subsidize costs over
and above those covered by the conference fee); and other costs associated
with starting up the affiliate.
7. Established affiliates may also apply for grants. These grants are
unrestricted in scope. Normally, though, proposals most likely to be
funded will involve activities resulting in:
• Expansion of the membership base of the affiliate.
• Improvement of communication among affiliate members.
• Improvement of writing instruction across the region served by the
affiliate.
• Greater understanding or writing and program administration through
research activities conducted throughout the affiliate's region.
Proposals asking for less than $2000 are more likely to be funded than larger
ones; proposals demonstrating matching funds or institutional commitments are welcomed. Grants to individuals or groups from single institutions and proposals for the purchase of equipment are unlikely to be
funded. Normally, grants will be funded for one calendar year.
8. The WPA Research Grant Committee will review all grant proposals
and recommend approval, denial, or approval with modifications. The
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Executive Board will approve or deny all grants. Applicants will be
notified of the disposition of their proposals by the president within four
weeks of the Executive Board meeting at which the proposal was considered, and grant awards wHi be announced at the annual business meeting.
9. Affiliates receiving grants must submit a report to the Executive Board
at the conclusion of the grant period that outlines how the money was
spent and assesses the perceived results.
10. Affiliates may be removed from the national organization by majority
vote of the Executive Board if any of the above policies and guidelines are
not followed.

NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS
Jay Carson is Professor of Communications and Director of Writing Across
the Business Disciplines at Robert Morris College. His dissertation,
"Writing Across the Business Disciplines at Robert Morris College: A Case
Study," is a close examination of the writing-across-the-curriculum program at RMC. He has done extensive work on the PBS/RMC Teleconferences and Resource Videos. He consults on writing across the curriculum
and regularly presents papers at national conventions. Presently, he is
working with colleagues at Robert Morris on a monograph tentatively
entitled, "Narratio to Video: Keeping Our WAC Programs Going with the
Best of Ancient and New Research Arguments."
Brian Huot teaches graduate and undergraduate courses in composition
at the University of Louisville. His work has appeared in College Composition mzd Communication, Rel'iew afEducational Research, and other journals
devoted to teaching and writing. Most recently, he co-edited and contributed to Validating Holistic Scoring for Writill,'? Assessment: Theoretical and
Empirical FOllndations. Presently he is co-editor of a new journal, Assessing
Writing.
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Sherry Burgus little is an Associate Professor in the Department of
Rhetoric and Writing Studies at San Diego State University, where ~he
directs both the Technical and Scientific Writing Program and the compo~
sWon program. She also works asa technical writer, editor, and consultant
in business and industry. She is currently working on a book on the rhetoric
of ethics in technical communication.
Michael Mendelson is an Associate Professor of English at Iowa State
University. He has published articles on professional writing, rhetorical
theory, composition pedagogy, and children's literature. He was also the
founding coordinator of Iowa State's doctoral program in Rhetoric and
Professional Cammunication.
Paige Dayton Smitten currently teaches writing courses at Utah State
University. She also does freelance editing and writing.
Thia Wolt is the co-director of Writing Across the Cu rricul urn at Califomia
State University-Chico. She has directed programs in First-Year English,
TA Training, and Tutoring. At C5U-Chico, she teache~ graduate courses
in "Writing in the Professions" and "Writing Program Administration." Her
most recent publication, appearing in the lOlunal ofAdvanced Composition,
is an account of a collaborative teaching endeavor among faculty in
marketing, philosophy, and English.
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Bibliography of Writing Textbooks
Paige Dayton Smitten
This year's listing of textbooks includes new texts or new editions of previously
published texts having a 1994 copyright date. Books published by companies that
did not send information do not appear. All texts should be available by March
1994. The annotations were provided by the publishers; some have been edited for
brevity andlor objectivity.

I. Developmental and ESL Writing Texts
I. A. Handbooks
Besser, Pam. A Basic Handbook of Writing Skills. Mayfield. This basic handbook
emphasizes the writing process and collaborative writing. Inel udes student samples,
questions for peer review, and coverage of research-based essays. Comb. binding.
Instructor's Manual.

I. B. Rhetorics
Adams, Rovce. Think, Read, React, Plan, WYlie, Rewnte: A Reader-Writer Work Text,
6th ed. Harcourt Brace College Publishers. Designed to cross over from developmental writing to mainstream composition courses, this text emphasizes the
recursive nature of writing as it is repeated during the basic stages of prewriting,
drafting, and rewriting.
Blumcthal, Joseph c. (ldte). En~lislt 2200, 4th ed., English 2600, 6th ed., English J2()(),
4th ed. Harcourt Brace College Publishers. Se1 f-pacing, self-correcting programs in
grammar, usage, sentence building, capitalization and punctuation. with difficulty
increasing from 2200 to 2600 to 3200.
Brandon, Le€ E. Paragraphs and Essays: with Multicultural Rcadinss, 6th ed. D.C
Heath. Offers students an overview of the writing process and instructors flexibility in designing their teaching approach. Instructor's Edition, Writing and Grammar Software, and Newsweek option.
Choy, Penelope. and Dorthy Goldbart Clark. Basic Grammar and Usage, 4th ed.
Harcourt Brace College Publishers. Focusing on basic principles of grammar and
usage, each lesson presents a specific set of material, followed by three exercises.
Eggers, Philip. Process and Practice: A Guide for Developing Writers, 3rd ed.
HarperCoJlins. Focusing on both the process and final product, this spiralbound
writing text covers the process of paragraph and short essay construction while
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Developmental Texts
providing instruction and practice in basic gramrn.'u and usage. Features new
material on composing on a computer, new exerCIse content, and new model
essays.
Eppley, George, and Anita Dixon Eppley. The Writi",>; System: CreatillS Essays Ushlg
Culture and Experience. HarperCollins. Thb essay-level text presents the wntmg
process as a system using a visual model to show ho.,,:, the parts of the systemaudience, purpose, thesis, etc.-work together. Wntmg assignments focus on
culture and experience and ask students to think critically about citizenship and
local, national, and global issues. Has collaborative exercises and integrated
grammar discussions.
Ferster, Glazier Theresa. The Least You Should Know About Elzglish: FOYIIl B, 5th ed
Harcourt Brace College Publishers. Reviews the essentials of spelling, grammar,
sentence structure, and punctuation while encouraging ~tudents to develop competent writing skills.
Greenberg, Karen, and Peter Rondinone, with series editor, Harvey Wiener, The
Advancing Writer Book 1: Sentences and Paragraphs. HarperColIins. This first text in
Tile AdVa/lcing Writer series combines the latest theory in writing with extensive
grammar discussions. Part I presents a 7-step model of the writing process a~d
introduces the 5 qualities of good writing. Part II provides grammar coverage WIth
connected discourse eXJ.mplcs and exercises with a multicultural emphasis. Journal keeping and peer collaboration are encouraged. Exploring Further sections
feature professional readings that model the rhetorical modes. Reference material
in boxes called Points to Remember, Reminders, and Checklists. Full supplements
package.
Greenberg, Karen, with serie~ editor, Harvey Wiener. The Advanrirlf; Writer, Book
2: Paragraphs and Essays. HarperCollins. Second text in the series features an
emphasis on the writing process and an introduction to the 5 qualities of good
writing in Part I; in Part II, paragraph-writing instruction is organized by rhetorical
mode. Part lIT provides an introduction to the essay; Part IV iIlu~trates g~ammar
concepts with multicultural connected discourse exercises. Journal keepmg and
peer collaboration are encouraged. Exploring Further sections f~atu.re profcs~ional
readings modeling the rhetorical modes. Key reference matenal In boxes called
Points to Remember, Reminders, and Checklists. Full supplements package.
Kaye, Sanford. Writiltg as a Lifelong Skill. Wadsworth. A tcxt that teaches how to
approach writing, provides good prompts for writing, and makes the case that
writing is related to everything the student will do in life. Instructor's Manual.
Lambert, Judith, with series editor, Harvey Wiener. The Advanrill,>; Wnter Book 3:
Reading mId Writing Essa.ljs. HarperCollins. Third text in the series covers the essay
writing process and introduces the 5 qualities of good writing in Part I. Part II
presents student and professional readings organized by rhetoric~l mode and
accompanied by end-of-selection questions to promote critical reading and wnting. Part III is a brief grammar handbook. Journal keeping and peer collaboration
are encouraged.Key reference material in bo)(es called Points to Remember,
Reminders, and checklbts. Full supplements packagc,
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Developmental Texts
Robinson, William, and Stephanie Tucker. Texts and Contexts: A Contemporary
Approach to College Writing, 2nd ed. Wadsworth. An essay level text that gets
students writing immediately, emphasizing shaping the whole essay. Writing and
reading are integrated and the rcadings are mostly academic in nature.
Smith. Sentence Matters. Prentice Hall. A guide and workbook for students who
must improve the clarity and correctness of their writing. Text covers grammar,
usage, punctuation, and then guides students through exercise sheets, editing
exercises, and their own writing to help them understand and use the rules.
Sotiriou, Peter Elias. Composing Through Reading: An lrlfegratcd Approacll to Writing,
2nd ed. Wadsworth. Challenging readings grouped around various topics across
the disciplines focus students' interest in this developmental reading/writing text.
Writing and editing assignments grow out of the readings. Instructor's Resource
Manual.
Troyka/Nudelman. Steps In Composition, 6th ed. Prentice Hall. Text for developmental writing courses that focus students on writing paragraphs and essays.
Strong focus on the writing process with lots of activities.
Tyner, Thomas. Writing Voyage: A Process Approach to Basic Writing, 4th ed.
Wadsworth. ln this text, students learn what elements of writing are most
important at each stage of the writing process. A grammar handbook is provided
at end of text. Instructor's Manual.
Valeri-Gold, Maria, and Mary P. Deming. MakJ'ng COntlectiorrs Through Reading and
Writing, Wadsworth. This modem rhetoric/ reader integrates reading and writing
concerns, provides diverse readings, and builds a framework. for study and
practice which is pedagogically sound and flexible. Instructor's Manual.

I. C. Readers
Atwan, Robert. America Now: Short Readings from Recent Periodicals. Bedford Books
of St. Martin's Press. Modeled after Atwan's Our Times but designed for students
who need more help in the classroom, this text arranges 41 contemporary short
selections from 34 recent periodicals in 15 tightly focused thematic units. Editorial
apparatus supports students in thinking, talking, and writing.
Barnwell, Tom, and Leah McCraney. An introduction to Critical Reading, 2nd ed.
Harcourt Brace College Publishers. Offers a refreshing alternative with its fourgenre selection of readings, including poetry, short stories and essays, plus college
textbook chapters.
Donald/Morrow /Wargetz. Models for Clear Writing, 3rd ed. Prentice Hall. This
rhetorically organized reader is flexible enough to be u~ed in many different levels
of writing; it stresses the relationship between reading and writing. Students read
engaging essays and see various types of writing to model.
Fjeldstad, Mary C. The Thoughtful Reader. Harcourt Brace College Publishers.
Moves from collaborative learning to independent learning with an emphasis on
exposition, critical reading, and contextual vocabulary acquisition.
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Uehling, Karen. Vision lind Rel'Jsion: A Reader for ~riler5. HarperCollins. This
thematically organized reader is ideal forschools with high non-tradltlonill. and
returning adult student populations. Offermg essays, short stones, poems, artl~les.
oral histories, and letters on a range of levels. it focuses on themes like: parentmg,
work, relationships, etc. Twenty percent of the readings are by students. Can be
used as a companion to Uehling's writing text, Startmg Oul and Startmg Over.

I. D. Workbooks
Campbell, Diana. Skill Builders: A Sentence Writing. Workout. HarperCollins. Ideal
as a supplement to any course, this brid, inexpenslVe work.book teach~s students
grammatical rules and principles through sentence combmmg exercises. Perforated pages for easy removal; answers to the exercises in the back of book.
Crosby, Harry, and Robert Emery. Skill Builders: A .SpcIii ng Work.out. HarperCollins.
Useful as a supplement to any core text, this bnef, mexpensJVe wor~book u~es
diagnostic tests to find students' spelling wcaknesses and then provides mstructIon
and practice in common problem spelling areas. Perforated pages for easy removal; answers to the exercises in the back of book.

Developmental Texts
edition features a more multicultural focus, a greater pmphasis on writing, and
more writing assignments.
Page. Jack. Checkpoints, 2nd ed. HarperCollins. This spiralbound pardgraph-toessay level \...· orktextemphasizes the reading and writing connection by integrating
essays, writing instruction and grammar coverage. This edition features a new
standardized 5-part organization: chapters open with a reading to stimulate
thinking and discussion followed by student models and d writing assignmentusually focusing on a particular rhetorical mode---with step-by-step writing
guides. Crammar coverage and exen.~ises conclude each chapter.
Salomone, Willidm, Stephen McDonald, and ~ark Edelstein. Illside Writill,\[: A
Writc"6 Workbook, Form B. Wadsworth. Developmental writing text at the sentence
to paragraph level integrates grammar and writing instruction in each chapter. All
exercises and writing are thematically linked. Instructor's ManuaL
Scarry, John, and Sandra Scarry. Tltl' Writcr'6 Workplace: Buildhtg College Writillg
Skills, 3rd ed. Harcourt Brace College Publishers. Allows students to bnng their
skills up to standard by guiding them from the sentence to fully developpd essay
work.

Fitzpatrick, Carolyn H., and Marybeth B. Ruscica. The Compll'tc Sl'I1tCltct' Workout
Book, 3rd ed. D.C. Heath. Helps students master the basics of Engl Ish gr.amma~ a.nd
punctuation. Self-paced. Instructor's Edition,. Test Book, Transparencies, Wntmg
and Grammar Software, and Ncwsweek optIOn.

Scarrv, John, and Sandra Scarry. The Writer's Workplacr with Reading,;. Harcourt
Brace College Publishers. Fourteen additionill readings to dccompany The Wrill'Y's
Workplace, 3rd ed.

Hacker, Diana, and Wanda Van GoOT. Bedford Basics: A Workbook for Writers, 2nd
I'd. Bedford Books of St. Ma rtin's Press. Both a rderence and a workbook. Contams
many of the features of The Bedford Handbook for Writers. Exercise sets (6 new)
specifically designed for developmental students begin an~i enl~ w~th "Guided"
exercises that indicate what sections of the text to consult. Spual bmdmg lets book
lie fla t.

I. E. Special Texts

Immel, Constance, and Florence Sacks. Skill Ruildcrs: A Grammar Workout.
HarperCollins. Perfect as a supplement to basic writing ~ou(ses,this.brief, i:,expcnsive workbook provides students with abundant exercises to practice basIC grammatical concepts.Perforated pages for easy (emoval; answers to the exerCises m the
back of book.
McKoski, Martin, and Lynne Hahn. Developin;? Sentcnce SL'IIse. HarperCollins.
Taking an dctive approach to learning, this brief, inexpensive worktext uses
sentence-combining and other exercises to teach th(' basics of sentence s~ructure,
syntax, grammar mechanics, and punctuation. Exa~ples a~d proofreadl:,g exercises arp composed of student work and collaborative actiVIties are provlded.
Mcyers, Alan. Writing (I'illl Confidence, Form B, 4th ed. HarperCollins. This alternate
version of the original sentence-to-paragraph level worktext hds all newexamplcs
and exercise content on topics such as Annie Oakley, Sitting Bull, Emilio Zapatd'
the Underground Railroad, and the lost continent of Atlantis. Gramma~ exeroses
include sentence combining, sentence transforming, and p<ltterned wntmg. ThIs
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Flemming, Ldraine, and Judith Leet. Becomhlg (1 Succcssflli Siudent, 2nd ed.
HarperCollins. This motivational study skills text presents many active learning
strategies to allow students to choose the one that works best for them. Questionnaires on learning styles, and a new three-part method of test-tdking techniques to
reduce ilnxiety are featured. New to thiseditionare chapters on adjusting to college
life and on concentration, as well as several new readings reflecting a more
multicultural focus, and a walk-through of a reasearch paper.
Johnson, Ben E. The Readil1;{ Edge; Thirteen Ways to BlIlld Readtll;? Comprehension, 2nd
ed. D.C Heath. Develops and refines reading comprehension and study skills.
Addresses literal meaning as well as critical thinking. Instructor's Edition, Tests,
Reading Software, and Newsweek option.
Krizan, A.C, and Joyce Logan. Basics r:fWriting. South-Western Publishing. After
reviL-wing English grammar and usage, this text teaches basic writing skills. Topics
include: determining writing goals, reader analysis, sentence and piHagr'lph
development, preparing outlines, c()mpo~lng rough drafts, revising/ editing messages.
Lenicr / Maker. KL'yS to 1/ Powerful Vocabulary 1.('('('12, 3rd ed. PrentJce Hall. Based of
the author's research of those words frequently encountered in college ,lnd not
under~tood by most students, this bonk helps students learn thosc words and the
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skills needed to figure out many more words: context, word parts etymology, word
memorization, and use of the dictionary and thesarus.
Maker/Lenier. Kc>ys toa Powerful Vocabulary Levell, 3rd ed. Prentice Hall. Based on
the author's research of those words frequently encountered in college and not
understood by most students, this book helps students learn those words and the
skills needed to figure au t many more words: context, word parts etymology, word
memorization, and use of the dictionary and thesarus.
McWhorter, Kathleen. Academic Reading, 2nd ed. HarperCol1ins. This upper level
reading text presents literal and critical reading strategies as well as specific
strategies for reading in six different disciplines: social sciences, business, literature, mathematics, science, and technical fields. New to this edition are study tips,
a vocabulary review, new critical thinking questions and expanded coverage of
academic thought patterns.
Nist, Sherrie L., and William A. Diehl. Developing Textbook Thinking: Strategies for
Success in College, 3rd ed. D.C Heath. Presents learning and study strategies
emphasizing pre- and post-reading activities, progressive learning, and repetittion,
rehearsal, and monitoring. Instructor's Edition, Printed Testing, Reading Software,
and Newsweek option.
Smith, R. Kent. Building Vocabulary for College, 3rd ed. D.C Heath. Provides
relevant strategies for learning words and practical activities for mastering them.
Instructor's Guide and Newsweek option.
Wilf. Basic Skills for Effective Reading, 3rd ed. Prentice Hall. A low level reading text
designed to bring students from roughly a 4th grade reading level up to a 7th grade
reading level, and to prepare them for more advanced reading courses. Wilf uses
phonics and syllabication to teach word attack skills, then continues to help the
student increase his/her vocabulary and increase literal and inferred comprehension.

II. Freshman Writing Texts
II. A. Handbooks
Aaron, Jane. The Little, Brown Essential Handbook for Writers. HarperColiins. This
spiralbound handbook (150 pages) is both portable and easy to use; it covers just
the essentials of grammar, mechanics, punctuation, and usage as well as MLA,
APA and footnote / endnote documentation. Endpapers feature A Writer's Checklist and guide to using the book; quick reference boxes appear throughout.
Adams, Peter, with Amy Tickle. The HarperCollins Concise Handbook for Writers.
HarperCollins. Written to be accessible to students at all levels, this text presents
examples first to illustrate grammar concepts then provides the rules. Co-authored
by an ESL specialist, ESL material is integrated throughout as is coverage of
computers. Hand-corrected examples, boxed material, and reference aids facilitate
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understanding. Available in paperback & hardcover. Supplements include basic
skills workbook, ESL workbook, quick reference summary and documentation
guide, the 53rd St. Writer word processor and grammar tutorial software. The
HarperCollills Resources for Writers alld lllstructors ancillary programs are available.
Dornan, Edward, and Charles Dawe. Thr Brief English Handbook, 4th ed.
HarperColiins. An easy to read and reference handbook. Organized from small to
large elements, it presents clear and concise coverage of the basics of grammar,
mechanics, punctuation, paragraphs, essays, the research paper, and documentation. This edition features new spira I bind ing, a new ESLchapter, integrated critical
thinking coverage, new samplepapers, and CBE documentation coverage. Supplements include a new workbook and The HarperCollins Resources for Writers and
Instrucstors Freshman Text ancillary program.
Ellsworth, Blanche, and John Higgins. English Simplified, 7th ed. HarperCollins.
Onlv 40 pages long, this 8 1/2 x 11, 3-hole punched guide contains concise
explanations of basic grammar, mechanics, punctuation, spelling, paragraphing,
and documentation. New are a simplified numbering system, coverage of nonsexist language, and more on mixed sentence construction and subordination.
Fulwiler jHavakawa. The Blair Handbook. Prentice Hall/ A Blair Press Book. This
handbook covers the requisite content effectivply. The rhetorical material is
pedagogically up-to-date and process-oriented; organization is also processoriented. Even the traditional handbook material (including style, grammar,
punctuation, and mechanics) is presented as the final stage of the writing process.
Throughout the book, brief chapters on narrowly defined topics make information
easy to locate and use.
Hacker, Diana. The Bedford Handbook for Writers, 4th ed. Bedford Books of St.
Martin's Press. This handbook has been revised to work better as a reference, a
classroom text, a research guide, an aid for culturally diverse students, and a
resource beyond the composition classroom. Desl!:,'l1 helps students find information quickly and easily; hand-edited examples show how to revise. Available in
hardcover and paperback. Extensive ancillary package.
Harris. Prt'l1/ice Hall Reference Guide to Grammar and Usage, 2nd ed. Prentice Hall.
A guide to grammar that allows students to find answers to questions quickly and
easily. Ava ilable wi th or without exercises (alternate ed ibon is withou t exercises).
Harris. Prentia Hall Referellce Guide to Grammar and Usage, Alternate Edition, 2nd
ed. Prentice Hall. Alternate edition (Le. without exercises) of a guide to wammar
that allows students to find answers to question~ quickly and easily.
Kirkland, James W., and Collett B. Dilworth Jr. Concise English Handbook, 3rd ed.
D.C. Heath. Includes a free student subscription to Newsweek. Presents the fundamentals and mechanics of writing as inextricably part of the overall writing
process.
Reagan, Sally Barr, Gerald J. Alred, Charles T. Brusaw, and WalterS. Oliu. Writiux
from A to z: The Easy-Io-Us/' Refcrt'llCt' Handbook. Mayfield. Offers ease and flexibility
Ii I
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of dictionary-like alphabetical organ Va tl(.Jn. Rhetorically based introduction to
composing process, extensive coverage of ESL problems, ilppendix on the research
paper, and general .'lnd ESL indexes.
Webb, Suzanne, Winifred Horner, and Robert Miller. TIre HmlJracc College Handbook, 12th cd. Harcourt Brace College Publisher:,. The ld.test edition of this classic
retains the features that make it so widely adopted. The result is a handbook that
is simple to use, concise, and :,ensitive to the students' need to understand what
they an' learning.

II. B. Rhetorics
Brandon, Lee E. Pari/graphs and F.5Says; wit!r Multicultural Rl'IIdil1gs, hth ed. D.C.
Heath. Offers :,tudents an oven iew of the writing process <lnd instructors flexibility in designing their teaching approach. Instructor's Edition, Writing and Grammar Software, and NC'il'sll'eek option.
Chapman, David, and Lynn Preston \Valler. The Power of Writing. V1dvfield. This
brief rhetoric focuses on practical writing assignment:> .:md emphasi7es the importance of community in college writing. Includes writing \\iith a computer, devcloping critical thinkingskills,and preparing for professional writing tasks. Instructor's
Manual.
Daiker, Donald, Max Morenberg, jeff Sommer:" dnd Andrew Kerek. Tire {;\!/'iter's
OptiOllS; Combining to Composhrg, 5th ed. HarperCollins. This rhetoric uses sentence-combining exercises to introduce sophisticated grammatical constructions
and complex sentence structure to help students improve their grammar, sentenceand paragraph-writing skills. Includes a final section on the writing proce:,:,. This
edItIon features streamlined text with improved clarity and attention to the issue
of sexist language.
Hall. Donald, and Sven Birkerts. Writhlg Well, ilth ed. HarperCollins. Co-authored
by poet, Donald Hall, this comprehensl\'e rhetoric concentrdtes on :,tvlistic issues
and polishing writing. Signdture chdpters on word choice, sentences <'lnd paragraphs instruct and model good writing. This edition features new streamlined
coverage, a new multicultural student paper at various draft stages, updated
writmg topics, and more contemporary writings by well-known writers.
Haring-Smith, Tori. Wrilmg Together; ColJnbomtil't' Learning i/1 Ihe Writing Clas..;room .. HarperCollins. This rhetoric discusses the benefits/ goals of collaborative
learnmg and pre:,ents numerous activities-including small group discussions
and peer review-for incorpordting group work at all stage:, of the writlllg process.
features readings, exercises, and writing dssi,l,'TIments reflecting an interdiSCIplinary and multicultural focus. Discussions of how to handle gender and cultural
differences in groups are included. Includes a chapter on argument (lnd grammar.
Harris/Cunningham. 1 he Sil)/(JI! [~ ScJwslcr CHide /0 Wri/mg. Prentice HalL A
process-oriented rhetoric with thematic readlllg~. Emphasi.l'.e:, the connection
between redding and writing. ['<lrt 1 is on Concepts; Part 2 is on \Vriling I'urp()~e~;
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Part 3 is an alphabetically arranged rderence m,\nua I for strategie:,; and Part 4
which is optional, is a handbook
Harns/Cunningham. The S1/IIDII [.,. Schuster C/I1de 10 '0/nlil1g: Brief biiliol1. Prentice
Hall. The same as The Simoll [.,. ScJws/er Guide to Writing but without the handbook.
Hughes, Elaine. Writing from the Imler Self HarperCollins. Adapted from the
popular trade title, this rhetoric explores the link between meditation and writing
to heIp students tap into thei r inner selves to elicit genuine prose. focusing first on
the personal experience essdy and moving into more abstract writing, the text
presents 48 med i ta lion exercises and over 250 writing suggestions to hel p students
overcome their inhibitions about writing or simple writer's block.
Kennedy /Smith. Reading {/Ild WritiJIS in the Academic Comrmmify. Prentice Hall.
Emphilsizes \vriting from sources-include~the whole process of academic reading, writing, paraphrasing, summarizing, and quoting.
Kroiter/Martin. The son Word Theme; Discoller.'!, Organi:afior/. Expression, 5th ed.
Prentice Hall. This step-by-step presentation of the thinking/v..Titing processfrom dIscovering and developing ideas to expression-features an abundance of
visual aids, examples, writing and thinking exercises, an in-text handbook, and
illustrative readings. With some exknsion, its assumptions and methods are
basicallv those of rhetoric as it has been known for over two thousand years;
discove~y and invention, arrangement and organization, and through revisi~)n, an
introduction to some of the problems of tone and style.
Mason, \Iondita, and George Otte. The Writer's Roles. Harcourt Brace College
Publishers. This process-oriented rhetoric uses extended student examples and
professional models. Each chapter focuses on a particular writing technique and
shows a :,tudent writing assignment from beginning to end. The text progresses
from personal to ilcademic writing.
Moxley, Joseph M. Bccomil1f{ All Academic Writer; A Modem Rhetoric. D.C Heath.
This concise text, encompassing modern composition research and theoT\!, moves
fromexpre:,:,ive, personal writing to more academic fOrIlls ofdiscourse. Instructor's
Edition.
Rottenberg, Annette 1. The Structurc of ArguYllent. Bedford Books of St. Martin':,
Press. Brief, affordable text spun off from the argument text/reader, Elemel1t." of
Argument. Adapts the Toulmin model of argumentation to connect critical thinking
and argumentative writing. 36 model arguments dre accompanied by questions
and writing suggestions. Chapters end with critical thinking exercises.
Spurgin. The Power 10 PcrsliadL'; A Rhetoric (lIJd Readerfor A rgumel1tativL' Writing, 3rd
ed. Prentice Ha 11. A tex t for second semester composi tion course or critical thinking
and argument (persuasion courses). Major revisions have focused on level of
difficulty, new exercises to clarify concepts, and new multicultural readings.
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II. C. Readers

Jacobus, Lee A. A WorJd of Ideas: Essential Readings for College Writers. Bedford
Books of St. Martin's Press. A great ideas reader that challenges students with 35
selections (14 new) from some of the world's most important thinkers. Organized
around central questions in 6 disciplines: politics, economics, psychology, science,
and anthropology. Apparatus tailored for the composition course includes new
"Connections" questions.

Behrens, Laurence, and Leonard Rosen. Writing mJd Reading Across the Currin/JunJ,
5th ed. HarperCollins. This rhetoric/reader opens with extensive coverage of the
skIlls of summary, critique, and synthesis, as well as thorough coverage of the
research paper and documentation. Text is organized by theme and discipline area
and features such chapters as "The Case of Christopher Columbus," and "The Brave
New World of Biotechnology." This edition has 61 new essays, 2 all new readings
chapters-including a new practice chapter, "Being Black and Middle Class," and
research activities at the end of each chapter.
Dunbar, Georgia, Clement Dunbar, and Louise Rorabacher. Assignments in ExposlllOn, 11 th ed. HarperCollins. This rhetorically organized reader features a wealth
of professional essays, and numerous student-written pieces, as well as extensive
apparatus to help students write a wide range of essays. Coverage includes 3
opemng chapters on composing, revising, and choosing words as well as discussions of writing literary criticisms, research papers, essay exams, business letters,
and resumes. This edition features 17 new readings and completely revised endof-selection questions.
Freeman. The Writer's Prrspectivf: Voices from American Cultures. Prentice Hall. A
read~~ for ~omposition courses that combines a multicultural approach with a
speclf.lc, pnmary focus on the properties and practice of good writing. All of the
selecttons are concemed with writing and are in themselves good rhetorical models
for student writing.
Ford, Jon, and Marjorie Ford. Dreams and Il1ward JOUr/1£!Ys: A Readerfor Writers, 2nd
ed. HarperCollins This thematically organized reader looks at the concepts of
dreams, myths, fairy tales, fantasies, obsessions, and societal ideals. Text links
psych?logy and writing in the introduction to each chapter, and discussions of
rhetoTical purposes appear at the end of each chapter. This edition features
significant revisions with 56 new readings including twice as manv studentwritten pieces, more work by female and multicultural authors, more short pieces,
and more poems.
Goshgarian, Gary, and Kathleen Krueger. Crossfire: An Ar;?ument Rhetoric and
Reader. HarperCollins. This new argument reader opens with accessible writing
chapters to help students understand argument and create their own argument
papers. Readmgs chapters feature sections representing a range of viewpoints as
w~ll as s~veral prof c~n debates. Readings explore topics such as gays in military,
ammal nghts, the enVironment, gun control, censorship and rap music, and sex in
advertising.
Hall, Donald, and Donald Emblen. A Writer's Reader, 7th ed. HarperCollins. Copoet Donald Hall, this reader presents a wide range of beautifullv
wntten pieces. Organized alphabetically (with alternate thematic and rhetorical
TOCs), th.e text features essays, poems, short stories, letters, and journal entries.
Severa~ pieces by ~he same author are included for more in-depth analysis of an
author s work. ThIS edItion has 34 new readings, more poetry, and photos of the
collected authors.
au~hored by
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Kennedy, X.J., Dorothy M. Kennedy, and Jane E. Aaron. The Bedford Reader, 5th ed.
Bedford Books ofSt. Martin's Press. Arranges 69 selections (31 new) in 10 rhetorical
chapters and 4 new thematic mixed~methodschapters. Most selections are by wellknown authors and are accompanied by comments by the writers on writing.
Editorial apparatus now features more on the writing process and expanded
treatment of critical thinking, reading, and writing.
Kennedy, X.J., Dorothy M. Kennedy, and Jane E. Aaron. The Brief Bedford Reader,
5th ed. Bedford Books of St. Martin's Press. Adapted from The Bedford Reader, this
brief, affordable reader offers 42 selections (17 new) in 10 rhetorical chapters.
Includes comments by most of the writers on writing and offers all of the editorial
features available in the rhetorical chapters of The Bedford Reader,
Levy, Walter, and Christopher Hallowell. Green Perspectiz'es: Thinking and Writing
About Nature. HarperCollins. This chronologically organized reader traces the
history-1850 to the present-of mankind's relationship to the environment
dealing specifically with the American perspective on nature. Readings include
essays, short stories, poems, and excerpts from novels. Part-opening essays give
students an historical, sociological and political context for the readings. (Text is
printed on 100% recyded paper.)
Maasik, Sonia and, Jack Solomon. Siglls of Life in the U.S.A.: Readings on Popular
Culture for Writers. Bedford Books of St. Martin's Press, The first semiotics-based
composition reader on popular culture. 75 selections in 10 chapters tap into
students' own expertise in American popular culture. Editorial apparatus adapts
semiotics for first-year composition courses.
McQuade, Donald, and Robert Atwan. The Writer's Presence: A PooJ of Essays.
~edford Books of St. Mart.in's Press. A composition reader designed to allow
InStructors to adapt It to their own purposes. Its 78 essays are pooled into 3 general
categones and accompanied by minimal editorial apparatus, making them easilv
retrievable, assignable, and interpretable in an unlimited number of ways. Gro":s
out of McQuade and Atwan's TI,e Winchester Reader.
Muller /Crooks, Major Modern Essayists, 2nd ed. Prentice Hall/A Blair Press Book.
~ essay anthology proViding multiple selections by 15 highly regarded and
Widely taught modem American and British writers. A new final section of essays,
thematically linked to essays earlier in the book, offers a single selection by each of
10 outstanding essayists from around the world.
Pace, Barney, Family Papers: A Reader for Writers. HarperCollins. This thematic
reader focuses on the family with cross-curricular readings which look at families
from hi~torical, anthropological, sociological, and literary perspectives. With a
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multicultural focus that represents all types of families, text includes essavs,
articles, journal entries and short fiction as well as photographs. Apparatus
mcludes an mtroductory chapter on the writing process, pre- and post-reading
questlOns, \Vord-Play essays, \Vords to Note questions, and collaborative writing
workshops.
Reid. Purpose alld Process: A Reader for Writers, 2nd ed, Prentice Hall. A reader
emphasizing purpose rather than modes. Includes integrated instruction on
reading and good selections with strong appMatus-almost <1 reader /rhetoric.
Rottenberg, Annette T. Elements of Argument, 4th ed. Bedford Books of St. Martin's
Press. Text and reader for argumen t-oriented com position courses. Text ad apts the
Toulmm model of argumentatIOn and covers writing and research; it arranges 121
selectIons (66 new), in 9 Opposing Viewpoints chaptE'rs (5 new topics), and in a
section of Classic Arguments,
Rye, Mari~yn. Ma.ki~lg Cultural C0l1l1e(110115: Readings for Critical Analysis. Bedford
Books of 51. \1artm s Press. A multicultural thematic reader with 32 essays and h
short stones bUlIt ~round 11 assignment sequences that connect critical reading,
thmkmg, and wntmg. E~itorial apparatus promotes critical thinking and helps
students make the transltJOn from per~onal to academic writing.
Skwire, David. Writing With a Thesis: A Rhetoric and Reader, 6th ed. Harcourt Brace
College Publishers. This text applies the concept of the persuasive principle-the
development and support of a thesis-as thE' major unifying theme of the book.
Ea~h chapter demonstrates how the persuasive principle underlies almost all good
wntll1g,
Taylor, Sally. The Critical Eye: Thematic ReadhJgsfur Wrilers, 2nd ed. Harcourt Brace
~ol.le~e Publishers. Wi.th reading selections from three different genres---essays,
fictIOn, a~d poetry__._thls t~emahc reader focuses on basic critical thinking, reading
and wntmg skills, mcludmg ,1l1alysis, argument, and persuasion.
Thaiss, Ann Jeffries, and Christopher Thaiss. A Sense of Value: A TllCnla/ic Reader.
Mayfield. T~is thematically organized anthology pres~nts 60 writings that show
peopl.e s~eklng to fll1d purpose, meaning, and guidingprinciples within the events
of thelf lives. Thought-provoking questions help students examine their own lives.
Instructor's Manual.
Verburg, Carol J. Ourselves Among Others: Cross-Culfural Readings for Wrilers, 3rd
ed. Bedford Books of 5t. ~artin's Press. The 65 selections (38 new) of this global
compOSition reader are drawn from over 40 countries. Each of the 7 thematic
chapters focuses on some universal aspect of human experience at home and
abroad, Ext.ensive editorial apparatus includes head notes, detailed questions, and
wfltmg assignments for each selection.
Vesterman, William, and James Barszcz. Formil1g ((mretl/: A Thel11atzc Rhetorical
Reader. HarperCollins. This rhetorically organized reader features a thematic
component to accommodate different teachiJlg approaches. Each chapter presents
5 readmgs that Illustrate a particular mode, but the essay content is always on one

R6

of the 5 ~)emes-men and women, self and society, the environment, popular
culture, lor mind and spirit. An ,ugument chapter gives pro/con readings and
student e,says .malyzing the arguments.
Vesterm,'n, William. Reading and Writing Short Arglllncllt.-i. V1ayfield. This reader
features (4 short, accessible readings on 21\ controversial issues, An introduction to
argumen ationexplains both classical and modern approaches, including Toulmin's,
Includes \ minicasebook, A Guide to Finding and Using Information, ,md a model
documerted paper in MlA style. Instructor's Manual.
Webb, 5lzanne . The Re~ullrceful Writer, 3rd cd. Harcourt Brace College Publishers.
Desg-ned to work with The Harbrace Colle~e Handbook, this text is rhetoricallv
arrangecL.each chapter opening with an introduction to a rhetorical mode and
student lO,~a y.

a

Win~ler,--\nthony,

and JoRa)' McCuen. The JOIIY11al Reader. Harcourt Brace College
Pubhshe -i. A collection of iou mal entries, ta ken from d ifferen t historical periods,
whICh fo. us on themes that unite writers across time, class, circumstance, and
educabo\al background,
Wyrick, .can. DiscoIJeriHg ideas: All AHtllOlog.1I for Writers, 4th cd. Harcourt Brace
Co~l~ge lublishers, An anthology for composition, expository, or argumentative
wntmg ',-,urses, this text delivers thought-provoking selections organi~ed bv
theme aI:1 rhetorical mode.
.
Young, liana. Cnrtogmpllie,,: Contemporilnj American Essa1/5. Bedford Books of St.
Martin's Press. A brief, inexpensive coilection of contemporary writing that
ar:anges 27 unabridged literary essays in 5 thematic groupings. Deliberately
ml~lmal,lpparatus consists of brief chapter introductions and questions and
wnlmg t'pics after each essay.

II. D.

~)fkbooks

II. E. SIecial Texts
Brantle~ Clarice Pennebaker. Effective CiJm 1111111 iealioll for Colleges. South-Western
PubltshlJg. Stresses applying business writing principles to writing situations.
Features development exercises in writing, communication, critical thinking;
m ul hcu1ural issues integra ted throughou t; Communication-by-Objecti ve process
exercise' Revision/Composition Application template diskette.

Browne:!<eeley. Asking the Right Questions, 4th ed. Prentice HalL A brief text
emphasl ing question-asking skills that help develop critical thinking in a wide
range of iisciplines.
Clarke, I.: nc L. Writing Ahout DlVersity: All Argument-Reader alld Guide. Harcourt
Brace C<iege Publishers. Focuses on multicultural issues rather than presenting
the narr~ive experiences of mdividuals within cultural groups.
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Freshman Texts

Advanced Texts

Haggblade, Berle. Writing Effective Sentences. South-Western Publishing, Integrated instruction in grammar, punctuation, and composition, Features: lessons
with immediate application and source to check correctness; immediately applicable, practical sentence analysis system. Flexible text appropriate for many
learning situations.

VanHuss, Susie J. Basic Letter and Memo Writing. South-Western Publishing.
Activity-oriented text-workbook teaches principles and approaches for wntmg
various types of communications. Includes: updated technology.sechon, per~or
mance evaluations, applications, case scenarios, letterheads, tradlhonal and SImplified memos, template diskettes.

Henson, Carol, and Thomas L Means. Fundamentals of Business Communication,
South-Western Publishing. Activity-oriented text integrates extensive review of
business English skills with traditional business communication concepts. Provides abundant learning assists, including chapter objectives, learning checkpoints, summaries, and end-of-chapter activities.

Winkler, Anthony, and JoRay McCuen. Wrilinr,he Research Paper: A Handbook, ~th
ed. Harcourt Brace College Publishers. ThlS edItion now places coverage of thesls/
outline development before research in response to the tendency students have to
approach paper writing in this manner.

Hughes, Elaine, Jay Silverman, and Diana Weinbroer. Finding Answers: Conducting
and Reporting Research. HarperCoIlins. This brief research paper guide shows
students how research skills can be personally meaningful and useful later in life.
In a friendly, style, the text presents new and non-traditional research methods and
resources plus aU the standard approaches. Cross-curricular coverage includes
writing a social science paper, a scientific report, a photo essay, and a literaturebased essay. "In A Crunch" boxes provide last-minute tips for procrastinators.
Krizan, A.C "Buddy", and Joyce Logan, Basics of Writing. South-Western Publishing. After reviewing English grammar and usage, text teaches basic writing skills.
Topics include: determining writing goals, reader analysis, sentence and paragraph development, preparing outlines, composing rough drafts, revising/editing
messages.
Lee, Donald (late), and Kathleen Rosseau. Harbrace Vocabulary Guide, 3rd ed.
Harcourt Brace College Publishers. Focusing on vocabulary expansion and correct
usage in both written and oral communication, this guide also emphasizes uses of
the dictionary.
Mayfield, Marlys. Thinking For Yourself: Developing Critical Thinking Skills Through
Reading and Writing, 3rd ed. Wadsworth. This text serves two purposes: to teach
writing through emphasizing the thinking process and to teach critical thinking
through writing applications. Instructor's Manual.
Meyer, Michael. The Little, Brown Guide to Writing Research Papers, 3rd ed.
HarperCollins. This research paper guide presents coverage of all stages of the
research process-from narrowing a topic, to mastering the library, to evaluating
sources and to drafting the paper. This edition features a new sample MLA paper
on a short story and includes the paper topic, Chopin's "The Story of an Hour." Also
has a new sample APA paper, an updated list of reference sources, and complete
coverage of footnoting.
Muller, Erik. Opening Arguments: A Brief Rhetoric with Readings. Harcourt Brace
College Publishers. Progressing from theory to practice, this concise text for
composition courses in argument helps students clarify their views, understand
their audiences, and effectively convince readers.
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III. Advanced Writing Texts
III. A. Rhetorics
Bloom, Fact and Artifact: Writillg Nonfiction, 2nd ed. Prentice Ha~l/ A Blair Pr.ess
Book Text focuses on the kinds of nonfiction writing that real writers do: wntmg
about people, places, performances, how-to, science, humor, contro~ersy. It tre~ts
students as pre-professional writers who care abo':"t style, ~ho are wlllmg to reVIse
their work, and who intend to work to reach a WIder audlence..
Enos/Brown. Professing the New RJletorics: A Sourcebook. Prer:tice Ha.ll / A B~air
Press Book. A collection of key texts in twentieth-century rhetorIC. The first section
contains important theoretical readings from th: founders of modern .rhetonc; the
second section provides influential commentones on modem rhetOrical theory.
Jason/Lefcowitz. Creative Writer's Handbook, 2nd ed. Prentice Hall. Covers fiction,
poetry and drama, but emphasizing the "interweaving of technlques among the
three genres."
Norgaard, Rolf. Ideas in Action: A Gu id~ to CTitical Thinking and Writing. HarperCo~~.
Focusing on critical reading, analySIS. and argument, thIS advance~composltlon
text helps students hone the pers~~siv~ edge that all coJ~ege wntmg requITes
Encouraging students to tum wrltmg mto a process of mqUlry, the t~xt uses
student-authored works-in-progress to illustrate the process of explOring and
testing ideas. Strategies are applied to writing across the curriculum and suggestions for collaborative learning are integrated throughout.

III. B. Readers
III. C. Composition & Literature Texts
Annas/Rosen. Literature & Societtl: All Introduction 10 Fiction, Poetry, Drama,
NonFiction 2nd cd. Prentice Hall'- A thematically organized anthology for the
introducti~n to literature course or the second semester of freshman composition,
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inc!uding short fiction, poetry, d ra ma, and non-fiction se lections by a m ul ticultural
group of writers.
n<lrnet, Sylvan, Morton Berman, and William Burto, All lllirodlictiml fo Uleratllrl':
Fictiou, P;efrt/, Drama, Expanded Editioll. HarperCollins. This expanded hMdco\ t'T
edition of
Introduction to Literature: Fiction, POdry, Ora mil , 10th ed, includes
not onlv 25 more stories, 27 more poems, and 2 more plaj's, but also the complete
text of Kate Chopin's The AwakcrtillS. The apparatus on critical thin~ing, reading,
a.nd writing has also been expanded, most notably by the <lddition ot 4 casebooks.
Bohner. Short Fictioil: Ciao-sic aHd COlllclllpomry, 3rd ed, Prentice Hall. A short story
anthology for intra-fiction and short fiction courses. Te<lchable ~electiom \vith
student <lppeal. New edition features increased attention to stones by and _about
women and minorities. Includes an introduction to the elements of fJctlOn,
biographical notes, glo~sary, and a chapter on writing about fiction,

An

Bressler. Lileran/ Cril1cism: All IllfrodllcfiOJl to Theory alld f'mclicc. Prentice H"Il. A
brief, undergraduate literary criticism text aimed at explaining likrary criticism as
opposed to a book which is primMily " collection of readings/ critical essays.
Griffith, Kellev_ NarratiL,c Fiction: An Introduction and Anthology, Harcourt Brace
College Publishers. Broadening its scope beyond the traditional coverage of
modern, We~tern short stories, this text focuses on all narrative fiction, including
the tale, epic, myth, romance and narrative poetry.
Griffith, Kellev. Wri/iJ!~ [ssal/s About Literatllre: A Guide and SIyle Sheet, 4th ed.
Harcourt Brac~ Colleg~rubl(shers.Used for introductory literature courses or as
a supplement to <lnthologies, this edition presents various crih,'a I approaches to
studying and evaluilting fiction, drama, and poetry.
Henderson, Gloria, William Dill', and Sandra Waller. Literature and Ollrsducs: A
Thematic 111trodllcliml foy Reader~ tind Wrrlers. HarperCollins_ This student-centered,
thematicallv organized literature anthology encourages students to explore their
own lives through literature itnd specifically links reading and thinking to the
writing process through 5 research paper casebooks. Text is ideal for ~econd
semester composition courses thilt use literature to teach writing.
Jehlen. Herman Meh'ilh': A Collection 0fCrilical Essays (New CL'J1til ry Views), Prentice
Hall. A collection of critical essavs reflecting both older and newer perspectives,
Will abo contain an introduction bv the editor (a respected scholar in the field), a
chronology of the author's life, and an annotated bibliography,
Kirszner, Laurie, and Stephen Mandell. Litcrature: RcadillS, ReactiJ1g, I-Vritillg, 2nd
ed. Harcourt Brace College Pubhshers_ The new edition of this "nthology retaim
its wri tin~ focus an d its emphasis on establi~h\1,ga new canon while still including
sample student papers and a research casebook for each genre.
Kirszner, Laurie, and Stephen M"ndell. Fidioll: Reading, RcactiJlg, ~VrifiJlg. Harcourt
Brace College Publishers_ lnc1udes 3 student paper~ and fiction writing by women,
minority, non-\Vestem, and contemporary authors,
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Kirszner, laurie, and Stephen 1\1anddl. Poetr,1/-' Rl'tldi'lg, Reacting, Wrili~lg. Harcourt
Brace Colle~e Publishers. Fitting the introduction to poetry course, thiS text has an
extensive glossary of literary term:., wntmg checklists, and 3 sample student
papers.
Lvnn, Steven, Tcxts alld COlltexts: Wrillng alJllilt Literatllre ll,ilh Critical

The~ry.

t larperColiins. This guide to writing about literature ~ives students practICal

ad vice tha t not onlv shows them how to write about literature, bu t also mtrod uces
them to the most' exciting ideas about the meanin~ and ?,ethods 111 .lIterary
interpretation. In simple and straightforward limguage, thlS text explams and
illustrates contemporary critical theories as they apply to a vanety of llterary texts,
Maves Frances. Tllc Discol'erl/ ot'J'oetry, 2nd ed, HMcourt Brace College Publishers.
This c~~ntemporary text, written by a teacher and a ,respected p?et, pres~nts a,large
selection of poetry from various natIOns and hmes, WIth juxtaposltIons that
encourage discussion.
Mever, Mich"el. The Compact Bedford hllroduction to Literalur~: Reading, TJJm.king,
3rd ed. Bedford Books of St. ~1artin's Press, WI~h an emphaSIS on
writing about literature, critical thinking and readmg, and hterary theory, thiS
anthology of 40 storuies, 316 poems, and 13 plays addresse~ all t~':' needs of a
writing-based literatme course. lnclude~ two chapters on the wntmg process,
student examples, a documented research paper, and wntmg apparatus.

ani V\,Triffllg,

Rawson. Jonatllall Swift: J1 Collection of Crit iral E;;sal/<' (,l\i'L'W Cen III ry Views), Prentice
Hall. A collection of critical ess<lys reflecting both older and newer'persp~ctlves
Will also contain an introduction by the editor (a respected scholar 111 the field), a
chronology of the author's life, and an (lnnotated bibliography.
Sundquist, ,Ivfark Twa in: Jl COllCCtiOlI of Crilleal Essay." (NewCcn 111 ry Views). Pre',l~ice
Hall. A collection of critical essays reflecting both older and newerpersp~ctl\es,
Will a!so contain an introduction by the editor (a respected scholar m the field), it
chronology of the author's life, and an annotated bibliography.
Trimmer, Joseph, and Wade Jennings. Fie/iolls, 3rd ed. Harcourt Brace College
Publishers. The strength of this large collection of short stones an.d n~)\'ellas,
appropriate for introductory short story and literature c~urses, he: 111 Its diverSIty
of classic, contemporary and challenging selections, and \Illts mInImal apparatu~.
Wofford, Sllake5peare's Lilte Tra;;;edies: A Collec!iorl of Cri~ICIlI [ssilys (NelL' Century
Views). Prentice HaiL A collection of critical essay~ reflectmg both older and newer
perspectives, Will also contain an intr~)d~ctionby the editor (a resp~cted sch,olar 111
the field), a chronology of the author s lIfe, and an annotated bibliography,
Yeazell. Hellrl/ jalllcs: A Collectioll of Critical Essays a\lcil' eel/fllry Views). Prentice
HalL A collection of the best critical essays reflecting both older and ~ewer
perspecti\'e<', Contains an introductlOn by the editor ( a re~pe.cted scholar zn the
field), a chronologv of the author's life, and an annotated blbhoi;rClphy.
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III. D. Business & Technical Writing Texts
Boone/Kurtz/Block. Contemporary Business Commlmicatioll. Prentice Hall. A new
entry in the business communications market by two of the most successful au thors
in business and economics publishing. The text uses a "Business first" approach and
integrates intemational and contemporary topics. A strength is examples from
actual companies-this being achnowledged by reviewers.
Burnett, Rebecca E. Technical Communication, 3rd ed. Wadsworth. This text emphaof technical communication and encourages
revision as ongoing processes in producing
effecttve documents which Will shape and inf]uence reader's perceptions. Ins tructo r's
Manual, Transparency Masters.

siz~s the problem solving. process
wnte~s to think of mventlon and

Flower, Linda, and John Ackerman. Writers at Work: Strategies for Communicating
Busmess and ProfessIOnal Setthlgs. Harcourt Brace College Publishers. Appropriate as a primary text for business communication and professional writing, Writers
at ~ork presents key strategies for writing and speaking in a variety of professional
settmgs.
In

Fox, Roy. Technical CommunicatIOn: Problems and Solutions. HarperCollins. Text
emphasizes the process of writing following student writers as they think about,
talk about, draft, and revise their papers. Taking a problem-wIving approach, it
shows how different writers "solve" the same writing task. In additionto standard
memos, letters an~ reports, it provides coverage of writing brochures, newsletters,
articles and questionnaIres. Ethics and Electronic communication boxes are featured throughout. Collaboration and peer review are featured and encouraged.
Harcourt, Jules, and A.C. "Budd y" Krizan. Business Commll nicatioll. South-Western
Publishing. From a business perspective, this text discusses commmunication
top~cs: oral/nonve~ba~communication; technology; graphics; employment; internat~onal commUOIcatlOn; development of proposals; minutes; news releases;
pohcy statements. Offers free software and optional template.
Kolin, Philip C Successful Writing at Work, 4th ed. D.C Heath. This practical text
teach~s the communication skills necessary for success in the workplace; realistic
situatIon:' and problems, examples, and guidelines for creating readable documents remforce the material. Instructor's Guide, Transparencies.
Kuiper, Shirley, and Cheryl Luke. Report Writing with Microcomputer ApplicafiOlls.
South-Western Publishing. Text discusses business reports and their relation to
mIcrocomputer techno~ogy. Offers: reinforcing examples and illustrations; focus
on wTltmg ethICS; oph~mal template diskette with applications incorporating
database, word processmg, spreadsheet, graphics.
Kurth, Linda A., and Martha ~. Rader. Business Communicatioll with Contemporary
Issues and MIcrocomputer ApphcatlOlls. South-Western Publishing. Blends discus~lOn of busmess communica t~on I:rinciples and skills with current technology and
mternatIonal, legal, and ethlcal Issues. Includes: business profiles highlightmg
chapter topics; realistic applications, writing exercises, case studies; diskette.

Lannon, Michael. Technical Writing, 6th ed. HarperCollins. Text focuses on writing
as a process of decision-making and proble~-solvin~. With an emphasis on
audience and purpose, the text explams rhetoncal pnnclples and apphes them to
a wide array of technical documents including memos, letters, proposals, and
analytical reports. Expanded critical thinking cove~age looks at. informative,
persuasive, ethical, and cultural dime~sions of tec~ICal communications. New
edition has expanded coverage of ethiCS, new graphiCS through?ut, updates on
communication technology, new coverage of global commUnication and ~ultural
sensitivity, and the latest research method.s and resources.. Supplements mclude
transparencies, Instructor's Manual, and Vtrtual Collaborahon software (for IBMWindows & Macintosh users).
Pearsall, Thomas, and Donald Cunningham. How to Write for the World ofWork, 5th
ed. Harcourt Brace College Publishers. Designed for professional, technical, or
business writing courses, this text covers basic principles, correspondence and
reports, and provides a guide to common mechanical problems.
Rubens, Philip (General Editor). Science and Technical Writitlg: A Manual of Style.
Henry Holt & Co., Inc. A comprehensi~e style guide for write~s, editors, and
students stressing the diversity of audiences and the mter~atIonal nature of
scientific and technical writing. Includes 14 chapters by technical wrItmg professionals, tables, bibliography, index.
VanAlstyne/Maddison. Professional and Te.chnical Wri~illg Strategies: COI1~mutlica
tion in Technology and Science, 3rd ed. Prentice Hall. This text pr-:-sents guidelines,
sample formats, and sampie papers in the areas of oral and wntten professlOnal
and technical communication strategies. This edition contains expanded coverage
of communication theory and state-of-the-art practices.
Wolf, Morris Phillip, and Shirley Kuiper. Effective Communication in Business.
South-Western Publishing. Text discusses communicatior:-process mo~els, co~
munication by objectives, whole-into-parts message plannmg, and addJhonal skill
building strategies. Features include: concept an? practice approach, e~a~ced
proposal coverage, technology updates, an ongomg case, mulbcultural mSlghts
exercises, Study Guide.
Woolever/Loeb. Writing for the Computer Industry. Prentice Hall. Te.xt helps n~w
technical writers and technical writing students understand the baSICS of wntmg
computer documentation. Starts with analyzing the au~ience and ~hen ta~es
writers through the documentation process, from prelimmary planrung to first
edits. Chapter exercises serve as practical checkpoints along the way for wnters to
test their skills.

III. E. Special Texts
Corrigan, Timothy. A Short Guide to Wriling About Film, 2!1d ed. HarperCollins.
This brief, inexpensive guide to writing about the movies mtroduces students to
basic film terms and concepts. Includes advice on taking notes on a film, writing
an outline, and researching a topic. The text covers 6 approaches to writing about
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Professionil I Texts
film: Autul'rs, Genres, Kinds of Formalism, Ideology, Film History, and Kational
Cinemas. This edition features a glossary of key writing and film terms, references
to new films, and an annotated bibliography of film periodica Is.
DeMaria, Robert, and Ellen Hope Meyer. A Contemporary Reader jllr CrcatiI,c
Writmg. Harcourt Brace College Publishers. Theonly reader developed specifically
for the creative writer, this text is ideal for the department or instructor interested
in the student'~ development as a marketable writer.
Drake, Barbara. IVrrtiJlg Poetry. 2nd cd. Harcourt Brace College rublisher~. Used
as a primary or supplementary text in creative writing and poetry writing courses,
this text provides an introduction to the creative process in a tone that is inviting
and instructive.
Finegan, Edlvard. Lmlguage: Us Structllrf and Usc, 2nd ed. Harcourt Brace College
Publishers. Appropriate for introductory linguistics and linguistics for ESL teachers, the new edition contains approximately 50% revised and rewritten material.
Keesey, Donald. Contextsfor Criticism, 2nd ed. Mayfield An introduction to literary
critici~m that describes the major critical theories and then applies them to the same
3 literary works: Shakespeare's Hamlet, Chopin's The Ail'akrning, and Keats's "Ode
to a Grecian L:m."
Lee, Donald (late), and Kathleen Rosseau. Harbracl' Vocflhullll1.l Guide, 3rd ed.
Harcourt Brace College Publishers. Focusing on vocabulary expansion and correct
usage in both written and oral communication, this guide also emphasizes u~es of
the dictionary.
William~,Jo~eph. Style: Tfll Lessons In Clarity and GraCI', 4th ed. HarperColiins. This
advanced writing text helps writer~ identify and revise tangled prose, edit for
clarity and correctness and reach beyond clarity to elegance in just 10 lesson~. Using
writing samples from across the curriculum, this concise, easy-to-USE' guide helps
students write readable prose in any area, for any purpose. This edition features a
reorganized format, more detailed explanations on complex matters of style, and
new material on document design.

IV. Professional Texts
Ryan, Leigh. The Bedford Guide .(l1r Writillg Tutors. Bedford Books of St. Martin'~
Press. A practical guide for writing tutors full of suggestions and strategies to give
them the skill and confidence to help students in thl:' writing center. Includes a
discussion of tutoring roles and ethic~, exercises that help tutors practice and
discuss new skills and strategies, and a bibliography.

V. Software & Computer-Assisted Instruction
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Announcements
New Books
The Alliance for Undergraduate Education, a consortium of public
research universities, has published Pn~file5 of Writing Progra71ls hI the
Alliance for Undergrad1late Education. Part One describes the writing
programs at 17 univer~ities, offering information about curriculum, administration, student support, staffing, staff development, and reforms in
progress. Each profile also highlights a particular strength of the writing
program and provides an address for obtaining additional information.
Part Two consists of brief essays, based on data in Part One, addressing
curricular, administrative, and staff development practices across all 17
institutions. To order a copy of Profiles (74 pages), pkase send a check for
$7.00, payable to The Pennsylvania Sta tc University, to Alliance for Undergraduate Education, 405 Old Main, Uni versity Park, r A, 16802. For orders
of two to five copies, the price of each copy is $6.00; questions about orders
may be directed to the Alliance office at (814) 805-2960.
Johns Hopkins University Press has pllblished Collaborative Lcarnillg:
Higher Education, Interdependence, and tlIe Authority of KI1Oll'iedgl', 1993, by
Kenneth Bruffee. In this book, Bruffee sho.....·s how students can work
together on focused, open-ended tasks. They discuss issues in small
consensus groups and tutor each other; they carry out term-lon~ projects
in research teams; they puzzle out lab instructions and analyze and work
problems together. By usi.ng collaborative learning in the classroom,
colleges prepare students to work in the real world of government,
industry, business, finance, ,md the professions, where collaboration,
consultation, and teamwork arc increasingly the rule, not the exception. To
obtain a copy of this book, contact the Johns Hopkins University Press (1800-537-5487).

1994 WPA Annual Conference & ADE Midwestern
Summer Seminar, July 28-31,1994, Oxford, Mississippi
Conference Program: Planned collaboratively with ADE as a single,
unified conference, the program format will feature three plenary sessions
with keynote speaker or panelists; a selection of four case studies for small
group work and larger group discussion sessions; informal gatherings; and
organized social activities to take advantage of the cultural richness of the
University of Mississippi, Oxford, and the Mis!'>issippi Delta
Call for Papers: Paper!'> will be analyses of and responses to case studies
to be discussed at the conference. Ca.;,!.' studies will be mailed to the
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membership. Accepted papers will be used as the focuses of discussion
sessions. Case study topics include: Reviewing General Education and
Major Programs; Multi-section Lower-division Writing and Literature
Courses; Rationale for a Writing Program within the English Department
or as A Separate Program; Hiring and Supporting WPAs.
Social and Cultural Activities: Tour of William Faulkner's home, Rowan
Oak; tour of special library collections in American literature; walking tour
of Oxford's historic buildings, including antebellum homes and public
buildings; optional bus excursion to the Mississippi Delta, including a
plantation museum tour, full catfish dinner, and stops at Blues juke joints;
browsing at Square Books, the South's most celebrated bookstore, and
Southside, an art gallery of contemporary Southern artists' work; free time,
and nightcaps with ADE and WPA colleagues.
For Travel Planning: Airport destination: Memphis International Airport,
TN; shuttle service available to Oxford. Or rental cars. Driving distance
between Memphis and Oxford: 85 interstate miles.
WPA Summer Workshop: 1994 WPA Workshop precedes the conference,
July 25-28, 1994, opening on Monday evening (the 25th) and concluding on
Thursday (the 28th).
Additional Conference Opportunity: The 21st Conference of Faulkner &
Yoknapatawpha is scheduled immediately after our conference, from
Sunday evening, July 31 to Friday, August 5 at the University of Mississippi. Interested parties may inquire about admission to part or all of this
unique gathering of international scholars and local friends of Faulkner.
For Further Information: Write to Ben W. McClelland, WPA Conference,
English Department, University of Mississippi, University, MS, 38677.

Call For Papers
The Computers & Composition journal is sponsoring a special issue (April
1995) on computers and writing centers. The issue will be guest-edited by
Christine HuH and Joyce Kinkead at Utah State University. The editors
welcome submissions by those involved in writing centers who are using
computers in innovative ways. If you are interested in submitting a paper
to be considered for this issue, please first send a one-page letter of intent
that describes the article you are proposing to the editors' attention at the
address below. Letters of intent should reach the editors no later than Apri!
1,1994. Final article submissions will be due July 1, 1994. Christine Hult
and Joyce Kinkead, Guest Editors, Computers & Composition, Dept. of
English, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322-3200.
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ELEMENTS OF
ARGUMENT
A Text and Reader

THE
STRUCTURE

Fourth Edirion
Annette T. Rottenberg

Annette T. Rottenberg

OFARGUME~'T

THE BEDFORD HANDBOOK
FOR WRITERS
Fourth Edition
Diana Hacker, Pn'nce George's Community Colkge
1994/721 pageslS16.50 net paper/Sl8 net c10m

1994/paper/ 698 pages/SI8.50 ncr!lnsrructor's

Edition
_ l1e\\, edition of tbe best-selling argument
book for composition _ both a rext and a
reader _ tex.t adapts the Toullllin model of
argumentation _ 121 selcccions (Mi new) in
rhe texr, in 9 Opposing Viewpoints chapters
(5 new copies) and in a section of Classic
Arguements _ thorough coverage of writing
and researching argument _ elltended
treatment of ,\lLA and APA documentation,
with annotated research papers in both s~'Jcs

I 994/papcr/3 2 5 pagcs/$10 net!Instructor', Manual

_ comparatively brief and very affordable text
_ comprises the text of the best-selling argumenr
text and reader, E/m'ICJlts oI.'lrgumcnt, Fourth
Edition _ based all the Toulmin model of
argumentation _ covers writing and research
_ ,\6 readings for analysis _ includes exercises for
critical thinking

CURRENT ISSUES
AND ENDURING
QUESTIONS
A Guide to
Critical Thinking
and Argument,
with Readings

CRITICAL
THINKING,
READING,
AND WRITING
A Brief Guide
to Argument

Third Edition
Svlvan Barnet
Hugo Bedau

Hugo Bedau

_ hoth a text and a reader _ text guides
students from critical thinking to critical
reading and argumentative writing _ reader
features 103 readings 011 17 contemporary
controversial wpics and 4 classic themes
_ thorough coverage of research and documentation including MLA and A.PA _ 4 unique
appendices on argumentative perspectives,
including Toulmin and Rogerian models

THE ANCILLARIES
Practical Resources for Instructors: Instructor's Annotllted Editicm, Dillgnostic Resources
(expanded), Transparencies (new)
" Professional Resources for Instnlctors: The Bedford Guide for Writing Tutors (new), Background
'" Readings (revised), The Bedford Bibliography for Teachers of Writing, TIUrd Edition
, Resources for Students: Bedford Basics, Second Edition (with Answer Key), SuppkmentIJl
': Erercises (with Answer Key), Resources for Research and Documentation A(7'MS the CU1Tl'cul~
': (expanded), Research Workbook (new), An.rwers to Exercises, Preparingfor the CLAST (reVIsed),
:lTtparingfor the TASP (revised)
,,Software (IBM and Macintosh): Grammar Hotline, Exercise Tutor, Writer's Prologue, Micro Grade

Sylvan Barnet

netl/lnstnJ~"t"r's

Second Edition
Diana Hacker, Pn'nce George's Cummunity Col/ege

Edition
_ hrief, inexpensive guide to crirical thinking and
writing - comprising the text and appendices of
Current Issul'J" lind EndurinK QuntionI _ ideal for
bring-ing critical thinking into a writing course
_ 21 model arguments for analysis _ thorough
coverage of research and documentation
including iYILA and :\.1'A _ 4 unique appendices
on -argumentative perspectives, including
Toulmin and Rogerian models

1992/paper1288 pageslSlS.50 net
Writer's "Refrnrt,eJS3 net

~ to AtcOfJIptmy A

I"~
'"1

Bedford Books of St. ]\tIartin's Press
For

CXcl1l1

A WRITER'S REFERENCE

I
1993/paper1230 pages/$1 0

1993/papcr/864 pages/S 18.50 net!Instructor's
Edition

_ builds on the strengths of best-selling previous editions
_ available in hardcover and paperback editions _ award-winning
design helps students find information quickly and easily _ highly
praised hand-edited examples show students how to
revise _ thoroughly revised to work better as a reference,
as a classroom text, as a research guide, as an aid for
culturally diverse students, as a resource beyond the
composition classroom, and as the core of an extensive
and innovative ancillary package

copies, call 1-800-446-8923

_ already adopted at over 700 schools in its second edition - the easiestto-use handbook is now the most widely used reference handbook too
_ tabbed section dividers let the book flip open _ comb binding lets the
book lie flat _ full treaanent of grammar, usage, docwnentation, and the
writing process _ new sections on research writing _ new section on
ESL trouble spots and new material for dialect speakers. separate
exercise book and answer key for instructors _ based on the best-selling
third edition of The Bedlfiord HandbooJtfor Writers
--------...;..---..;..---

l~cdt()J·d
FOI'

Books

(~r St.

l\·Llrtin \ PI~CSS

c:\anl copics, call 1-~"H)()-""""()-~913
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Writing
Program
Administration

Membership in the Council of
Writing Program Administrators
Membership in the Council of Writing Program Administrators includes a
subscription to WPA: Writing Program Admin istration. The membership fee
is $15 a year in the United States and $16.50 a year in other countries.
"Institutional membership fee is $25.
To apply for membership, please fill out this form, and return it with a check
or money order payable to the Council of Writing Program Administrators.
Send the form and fee to Jeffrey Sommers, Secretary-Treasurer, WPA,
Department of English, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056.
Date

_

Name

_

Institution
Address

Amount enclosed

_

$15

$16.50

$25

"Membership in the council of Writing Program Administrators is organized by the academic year. Dues received before January 1 are credited to
the previous academic year and entitle you to that year's fall/winter and
spring issues of WP A: Writing Program Admin istration. Dues received after
January 1 are credited to the following academic year, and your subscription to WP A begins the subsequent fall.
Change or revision of name and address. If the name or address printed
on your WPA mailing label is incorrect or has changed, please send a copy
of the current printed label along with the form above, indicating the
complete, corrected information, to Jeffrey Sommers, Secretary-Treasurer,
WPA, Department of English, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056.
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Praise for Science and Technical Writing: A Manual of Style
"This style manual can replace the Chi(Q~o Manua! of Style for
writers of technical material:·
- The Academic Librar)' Book Re-view
"A major contribution for both students and professionals of
SCIentific writing and edlllng."
-Dr. DaVId L. Armbruster
Head of Scientific Pubhcations,
The University of Tennessee, Memphis
Philip Rubens, Professor of Visual and Technical Communication
at Rensselaer Polytechnic, and eighteen distinguished
contributors have created thiS unique reference text. All the
elements of effective technical writing are covered in lUCId,
instructive terms, including:
544pp • 0-8050-3091-3
Also available in
cloth: $40.00

• Audience Analysis and Documellt Planning
• Specialized Terminaloty: Mathema'lca~ Medical, Finantial
• (reating and Incorporating Effective Charts, Tables and Diagrams
• Technical Writing for Nonnative Readers

Available in bookstores. $19.95 paperback. Henry Holt and Company

For course adoptions: Can Audrey Malkin 01 212-886-9398 to request an examination copy

